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ABSTRACT 

Econornic regionalization in East Asia has been the subject of considerable 

research in economics and political science. The literature on Asia Pacific economic 

relations has generaily focused on efforts to build intergovernmental organizations or 

comprehensive legd agreements. Such efforts are referred to in this thesis as institutional 

regionalization. Less attention has been paid to the role played by the private sector and 

market forces. 

This thesis is an attempt to fdl this gap. It addresses three major forms of what it 

calls non-institutional regionalization in East Asia: (1) a muiti-tier division of labor, 

w hich promo tes economic regionalization along the lines of  indus trial production; (2) 

subregional economic zones, organized on the ba i s  of production orientation and 

geographical proximity; and (3) Asian business networks, formed along ethnic and 

cultural ties. All three forms of regionalization are non-institutional in the sense that they 

do not involve the creation of formal institutions. 

The thesis concludes that economic regionalization in East Asia has been driven 

by the private sector. East Asian govemments are reacting to economic changes initiated 

by the pnvate sector. This weak institutional pattern of economic regionalization is not 

likely to change in the near future due to the heterogeneity of the region. In addition, 

East Asian counaies prefer the Asian way of regionaikation, that is, by consensus, 

without imposed deadlines for fkee trade or the use of discriminatory trade practices. 

Thus, efforts to promote institutional economic regionalization in East Asia should be 

gradual, patient and onented toward the long term. 
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1 Introduction 

The development of  regional economic blocs has been surprising in the past few 

years. NAFTA was originally thought unlikely by many, biit now it is the largest fkee 

irade area (FïA) in the world. Even though Western European Economic Union was 

once believed to be going nowhere, today Europe is moving toward stronger economic 

integration, particularly d e r  the Maastricht treaty. Regionalization is apparently a global 

trend. This fits Robert Gilpin'ç prediction that the world is likely to break up into 

regional blocs as American hegemony gradually declines.' Will this trend gain 

momentun and lead to a free vade area in East Asia and the Asia pacifie? This enduring 

question seems to gain new significance in the current histoncal era. 

What is striking about the East Asia region - compared with Europe and North 

America - is that its regionalization has been driven by the pnvate sector rather than by 

govemments or any specific agreements? In many ways, the region's govemments are 

Giipin, 1987, pp. 406-408. 

' The definitions of East Asia and Asia Pacific have not been unanimomly established by academics. In 

this thesis, East Asia refers to the following countries and econornies collectively: the ASEAN-4, consisting 

of Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines and Thailand; the Newly Industrializing Economies (NIES), 

comprising Hong Kong, South Korea, Singapore and Taiwan; China and Japan. Asia Pacific includes al1 

East Asia countries plus the United States, Canada, Australia and other APEC member countries. The focus 

of this paper is on the pattern of East Asia's non-institutional economic regionaiization. However, the 

importance of the United States, and increasingly Canada and Australia, have made Asia Pacific become the 

broader context and supplement to the anaiysis. Even though the three f o m  of regionalization mainly 

occur in East Asia, it is important for the counaies on the other side of the Pacific Ocean to realize and take 

into account the pattern when they corne to push for the institutionlization of regionalization in the Asia 

Pacific region. Whether or not the non-institutional pattern can apply to the entire Asia Pacific region suIl 

remains to be seen. 

' Helleiner, L994. p. 5. 



still trying to tackle the rapid economic changes initiated by the private sector: In other 

words, it is the non-institutionai track of economic regionalization that has been the 

driving force for investment and trade fiows in this region. Formai institutions still are 

weak. Thus, the East Asian region as a whole has a pattern of "strong non-institutional 

and weak institutionai economic regionalization." The purpose of this thesis is to 

systernatically analyze this non-institutional form of economic regionalization. 

What does non-institutional economic regionalization exactiy mean? 

Unfortunately, the term "non-institutional" has been used by many scholars when they 

discuss regionalization in the Asia Pacific region, often with different connotations. For 

instance, when Peter Drysdde refers to non-institutionai regionalization, he is actudy 

t a b g  about nondiscriminatory regionalization, or "market integration," while he uses 

"discriminatory integration" to refer to European style "institutional i~~te~ration."~ What 

Drysdale defmes as "non-institutional" is still a kind of institutional regionalization, 

although it is looser than the European style of regionalization. 

Economic regionalization refers to the disproportionate concentration of economic 

flows or the coordination of foreign economic policies arnong a group of countries in 

close geographic proximity to one an~ther.~ There are two forms of economic 

regionalization: institutiond and non-institutional regionalization. In this thesis, 

institutional regionalization refers to economic cooperation which involves governmental 

policy cooperation over a range of activities, from consultation about a specific economic 

issue (usually to avoid conflict) and collusion in noncornpetitive or discriminatory 

4 Stubbs, 1995, p. 786. 
5 DrysdaIe & Gamaut, 1993, pp. 188-189- 

Mansfield and Milner. 1997, p. 3. 



market behaviour, to forms of market integration or even policy coordination.' This is 

normally at the state or state-agency level, such as a fiee trade treaty. 

In contrat, non-institutional regionalization is iinked to the actions of individuals 

or individual enterprises (the private sector) rather than to states or state agencies. Even 

though national governments influence the institutional fiamework of Iaws, regdations 

and comprehensive agreements, operators in the market are commonly £kom the private 

sector. International cooperative activities in these markets may consist of relatively 

simple processes of exchange, or involve functiond links, such as production networks 

involving nationals of two or more countries.' Therefore, compared with institutional 

economic regionalization, non-instinitional economic regionalization is less formal. 

There are less formal organizations or less comprehensive legal agreements involved. 

The private sector and market forces play a major role. 

This thesis examines three major foms of non-institutional regiondization: (1) 

the multi-tier division of labor, which promotes economic regionalization dong the lines 

of industrial production; (2)  subregional economic zones, which is regionalization based 

on production arrangements and geographical proximity; and (3) Asian business 

networks, which is regionalization within ethnic and cultural lines. In a i l  three forms of 

non-institutional regionalization, the operations are mainly detennined by market factors. 

The private sector plays a major role, although their formation may be W e d  to 

govemment sponsorship. 

The degree of formal institutionalization can be a good measurement for 

economic regionalization in Europe and North Amenca. In these regions, counûies have 

similar trade and business practices. Political and cultural gaps are also relatively s m d  

' Harris, 1993, p. 273. 

Ibid. 



compared with countries in the Asia Pacific region. In Europe and North Amerka, 

countnes pay great attention to rules and standards, and use them to govem their 

economic activities. Therefore economic institutions and economZc factor movements are 

closely related.' 

However, it has become more and more apparent that this measurement of 

economic regionalization does not work well in the Asia Pacific region. According to the 

measurement of formal institutionalization, the degree of economic regionalization in the 

Asia Pacific region should be low, aven that APEC is just a loosely organized forum. 

But in 1992, intra-regional trade accounted for 65 percent of the total trade of the sixteen 

APEC countries, while intra-regional trade of the twelve EC countries was only 58 

In fact, when some economists taIk about economic regionalization, they do not distinguish 

econornic factor movement from free trade institutions. For example, Peter H. Lindert and 

CharIes P. Kindleburger in their 1982 publication divided economic regionalization into four 

IeveIs: free trade are& custom union, cornmon market, and economic union. In a free trade area, 

ai l  the tariff and non-tariff barriers among the members are removed but separate national 

barriers against trade with the outside are kept. In a custorn union, members adopt a cornrnon set 

of externai barriers so that there is no need for customs inspection at internai borders. In a 

common market, in addition to free trade, other economic factors (such as capital and Iabor) are 

also free to move among the member States. Full economic union is the most advanced of the 

four levels of economic regionalization. In an economic union, member countries uni@ al1 their 

economic policies, including monetary, fiscal, and welfare policies toward trade and factors 

movement, Therefore both Lindert and Kùidleburger measure economic regionalization only by 

Ievels of institutionalization. 

Furthemore, in their collective work, Richard J. Grant, Maria C. Papadakis and J. David 

Richardson pointed out that there are two methods for meamring the strength of a trade bloc 

formation and the impact of the bloc on the trade systern: free trade area and shared membership 

pattern in intergovernrnental organizations. Although they realize that those two forms may not 



percent.10 This is reaily something unexpected for many political economists. That is 

why observers have kept predicting that there will be a breakthrough of 

institutionalization in the direction of establishing a fiee trade area since the mid-1960s. 

However, such a breakthrough has never occurred. 

In 1993, when U.S. President Bill Clinton proposed an informal APEC summit in 

Seattle, his proposal was met by quick support from other APEC countries. Many 

observers thought that this might be a first step in estabLishing a fkee trade area in the Asia 

Pacific region. The success of the C h t o n  Administration in pushing the NAFTA aeaty 

through Congress led observers to believe that the U.S. efforts would result in an 

expanded NAFTA across the Pacific Basin. But contrary to their expectations, during the 

Seattle meeting, the Asian leaders were not even willing to discuss concrete mesures to 

establish a free trade area. At the 1994 APEC meeting in Bogor, the US. quest for a 

timetable of free trade within the 18 - member group was onIy reluctantiy approved by 

some Asian countries and immediately rejected by Malaysia. m e  opposing America's 

"institutional" approach and "Iegalistic" stance, these Asian countnes called for a more 

gradual development of regional ties and rejected anything resembling a trade bloc. 

The 1996 M E C  Meeting in Manila ended with more promises on tariff-cutting 

from its member countries. But most of the individual plans were mere briefs on current 

programs which member countries have been undertaking either unilateraily or as part of 

their economic reforms or for GAïT's Uruguay ~ound." The 1997 APEC meeting in 

Vancouver was over-shadowed by the Asian financial cnsis. The showcase agreement on 

be a good way to measure the regionalization of "an East Asian or Pacific bloc," they do not give 

their own alternatives. 

'O Cdcuiated from Direction of Trade Statistin (1993). 

" F E R ,  Dec. 5,  1996, p.18. 



lifting trade tariffs in nine specific sectors by 1999 was voluntary. WMe the goal was 

zero tar5ffsY the phase-in penod and the reduction schedule were lefi for individual 

members to decide. Immediately &er the List of nine sectors was announced, a Japanese 

spokesman admitted that abolishing tariffs on fish and forest products was pretty much 

out of the question. The Vancouver meeting underscored just how difficult it is to get 

consensus fkom Asia Pacific leaders around a common cause, even during a tirne of wide- 

spread economic trouble. l2 

The problem is that the institutional approach may not be the preferred way of 

economic regionalization for East Asian ~ountries.'~ in fact, the East Asian way of 

economic regionalization takes a non-institutional fom which has been driving trade and 

investxnent in the absence of formai economic institutions. Its importance exceeds that of 

institutionalization which is still weak. The literature on Asia Pacific economic relations 

has generally observed this phenornenon." Yet, comparatively little attention has been 

paid to non-institutional regionalization in East Asia. This thesis attempts to fill this void. 

'' FER, Dec. 4, 1997, pp. 16-18. 

" There are many occasions that Asian leaders request respect for the interest of the developing counaies 

and emphasized that APEC should be a loose consuItative forum based on consensus rather than a 

institutionalized forum or a fiee trade area. 
14 The prominent scholars and their publications include: Drysdale (1988) and Kojima (1985) on the whole 

framework and dynarnics of Asia Pacific economic regionalization; HeIIeiner (1 994), Higgott (1 993), 

Higgott and Cooper and Bonnor (199 l), Agganval(1993) and Stubbs (1995) on theoretical approaches and 

theù relationship to the major economic trends in the region; Harris (1991) and (1993), Elek (1992) and 

(1995), Panagariya (1994), and Crone (1993) on different f o m  of regionalization especially institutional 

configurations in ùiis region; Woods (1993) and (1995) on non-govenunental organizations including 

PAFïAD, PBEC, and PECC and their role for economic regionalization, 



1.2 Research Questions and Hypothesis 

This thesis addresses the fouowing questions: 

Why does East Asia as a whole have a pattern of strong non-institutional economic 

regionalization and weak institutional economic regionalization? 

What is East Asian non-institutional economic regionalization? What are the forms 

of non-institutional economic regionalization and their results? 

What are the policy implications of non-institutional economic regionalization? What 

will be the general trend of economic regionalization in East Asia? 

Through an examination of the whole process of development of economic 

regionalization among East Asian countries, the thesis argues that: 

Non-institutional regionalization, that is, regionalization based on the private 

sector and not on intergovemmental or regional organizations, is playing an important 

role in regional economic development in the East Asia region. This pattern is not likeiy 

to change in the near future for two reasons: (1) the heterogeneity of the region greatly 

increases die transaction costs" of institutionalization and also makes it very dificuit tu 

reach broad and deep region-wide institutional agreement in either the East Asia or the 

Asia Pacific region. And, (2) East Asiau countries prefer the Asian way of 

regionalization, that is, by consensus, without extemally imposed deadlines for fiee trade 

or the use of discriminatory trade practices. 

1.3 Layout of the Thesis 

Chapter Two will examine the process of economic regionalization in the East 

Asian and Asia Pacific regions and demonstrate the paradox of a high level of economic 



regionalization in terms of factors movement and a low level of regionalization in 

institutional tenns. It dso wilI review the regional and extra-regional factors affecthg the 

institutionalization of regionalization and show how heterogeneity tends to hinder 

institutionalization and homogeneity promotes institutionalization. The next three 

chapters will elaborate on three selected aspects of non-institutional regionalization: 

production structure, foreign direct investment (FDI), and cu1turaVethn.i~ ties. The 

conclusion will assess the three forms of non-institutional economic regionalization in 

East Asia together with their poLicy implications and a prospective agenda for future 

research. 

'' This term refer to the costs of effecting an exchange or other economic transaction, including those of 

negotiating and M n g  contracts and the subsequent costs of adjusting. This concept is fundamental to the 

analysis of economic regdation, labour market, foreign direct investment and regionalization. 

8 



CEIAPTl3R 2 THE SLOW INSTITUTIONALIZATION OF THE ASIA 

PACIFIC ECONOlMY 

2.1 First Wave of Economic Institutionalization 

The history of the post-World War II years has been filled with failed efforts at 

creation of formal institutions in economic regionaiization in the Asia Pacific region. 

This chapter first reviews the past attempts for institutionalization. Then, it will argue 

that die slow institutionalization is largely because of heterogeneity in the region. 

The Japanese were pioneers of contemporary Asia Pacific economic 

regionaiization. As early as in 1960, when the Japanese economy had just recovered 

fiom the war, some Japanese businessrnen and scholars already raised the issue of 

economic regionalization. In that year, Morinosuke Kajima, a famous Japanese 

entrepreneur, proposed the idea of establishing a pan-Pacific organization. He pointed 

out that as technology advances rapidiy, the enhancement of economic regionalization 

was inevitable.16 Some other proposals were also made. These initiatives formed what 

we call the first wave of economic regionalization in the Asia Pacific region. 

Among the proposals for economic regiondization in 1960s, the most influentid 

one was fiom Kiyoshi Kojima, a professor at Hitotsubashi University. In November 

1965, at the Conference on Trade and Development for Developing Countries held at the 

Center of Japanese Economic Research in Tokyo, Kojima proposed that a Pacific Free 

Trade Area (PAJ7ïA) be established and tariffs be eliminated among the five Pacific 

developed nations. GraduaLly a Pacific trade and development institution, a Pacific 

Currency Area, and a Pacific Reserve and Development Bank would be established. 

Kojima was the first person who made specific suggestions on organizing a Pacific 

16 Kajima, 1973, pp. 61-67. 



communig. Apparently, facing the ernerging European Common Market, what he had in 

mind then was a Pacific version of the European Economic Community. 

Kojima's proposal soon aroused great interest from sorne businessmen, scholars, 

and even gooveniment officiais. Kojima supported his argument by pointing out that the 

level of intra-regional trade of the five Pacific industrialized countries was at least that of 

the six EC countries. But Kojima soon found that establishing a PAFTA was not possible 

at that tirne. The United States wanted to be a global power and was not interested in 

forrning a regional grouping in the Pacific. The result of the first wave of economic 

regionalization was the funding of two regional cooperative organizations: the Pacific 

Basin Economic Councii (PBEC) and the Pacific Trade and Developrnent Conference 

(P AFTAD) . " 

The Pacific Basin Economic Council was created in 1967 as a forum for business 

leaders to discuss issues of common concems. PBEC and its more than 1,000 mernber 

f m s  support the elimination of trade and investment barriers within the region. PBEC 

has a secretarïat in Honolulu and member cornmittees in several Asia Pacific corntries. It 

is composed of entrepreneurs from Asia Pacifc countries. Its goal is to discuss trade, 

investment, and cooperation in the Asia Pacific region. 

The Pacific Trade and Development Conference was established by scholars of 

the Pacific corntries. Whereas PBEC's business is business, PAFîAD adopts a policy- 

oriented, scholarly approach to regional economic questions." It mainIy discusses 

foreign direct investment, trade barriers, adjustment of trade structure, and other 

regionalization problems. Both PBEC and PAFTAD are private organizations which 

have Iimited infiuence on economic regionalization in East Asia and the Asia Pacific 

region. 

... -. . 

17 Woods, 1989, p. 7. 



2.2 Second Wave of Economic lnstitutionalization 

Having experienced the difficulties of establishing a Pacific version of the EC, 

Kojima then tumed to support Drysdale's idea of founding a Pacific version of the 

Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD). At the first 

PAFL4.D Conference in ToQo in 1968, Drysdale, a professor of Economics at 

Australian National University, proposed an Organization for Pacific Trade and 

Development (OPTAD). Having recognized the extreme heterogeneity and lack of 

regional consciousness of the Pacifie countrïes, Drysdale considered the Pacific fkee trade 

area "overarnbitious ."Ig 

However, the rapidy expanding Asia Pacific economies and increasing 

interdependence made the existing regional arrangements and organizations inadequate. 

Therefore, Drysdale thought that there was a need for "a wide, flexible and non- 

bureaucratic institution for East Asian and Asia Pacific economies committed to outward- 

looking trade and de~eloprnent."~ He thought that the PAFTA proposal provided a 

"useful starting point"" for other options like the OPTAD proposal. He suggested that 

the Asia Pacific region should develop into a "pluralistic community" in which 

heterogeneity codd be accommodated. 

Furthemore, Drysdale argued that the high growth of East Asian countries was 

related to their outward-looking policies. The outward-looking nature of East Asian 

economies determined that economic regionalization would not be iike EU-style 

discriminatory trading arrangements, but would rather be an "open regionalism" that 

promotes intra-regional transaction without discriminating against countnes outside of 

Ibid. 
19 Drysdale, 1988, p. 208. 

Ibid., p. 2 1 1. 

'' Ibid.. p. 209. 



the region. The "OPTAD" he proposed would be a very loose intergovemental 

cooperative institution, with only a small administrative apparatus. Issues would be 

handled by specific functional task forces. The style of operation would be consultative, 

informal, and comrnunicative. 

Drysdale's theory of open regionalisrn supported the institutionalkation of Asia 

Pacific regionalization and was influentid in the eventual establishment of the Asia 

Pacific Economic Cooperation Forum (APEC). But in the Iate 1960s, even a suggestion 

for a very loose intergovemmentd organization proved premanire. In fact, the first 

comprehensive unofficial regional organizatioii, the Pacific Economic Cooperation 

Council (PECC), was not founded until more than a decade later, and the fmt 

intergovenimental regional institution, the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation forum, 

had to wait for another decade to be established. 

The Pacific Economic Cooperation Council (PECC) was created in 1980. It is a 

forum of academics, businessmen, and govemment officiais acting in their personal 

capacities." PECC working groups provide analysis and make policy recommendations 

to govemments in areas such as economic policy, trade, energy and rninerals, fisheries, 

and science and technology. The council's secretariat is in Singapore. The centrai 

principle prornoted by PECC has been the idea of open regionalism, which has become a 

prominent feature of APEC? PECC has established a consensus style of decision- 

making and an informational base for more liberal Asia Pacific economic regionabation. 

APEC was established in 1989 for the purpose of trade and investment facilitation 

and iiberalization through cooperation and consultation. Member counaies have grown 

fkorn 12 to 21 since 1989. It holds annual ministerial meetings and has 10 technically 

oriented workuig cornmittees. In 1992, a small secretariat was established in Singapore. 

Woods, 1989, p. 8. 



h 1993, associated with its 5th Ministerial Meeting, an "informal leadership conference" 

was held in Seattle. The Joint Statement of the first APEC Ministerial Meeting in 

Canberra noted that "every economy represented in Canberra relies heavily on a strong 

and open mululateral trading system, and none believes that Asia Pacific Economic 

Cooperation should be directed to the formation of a trading b10c."'~ The spirit of open 

regionalism has been constantly reaffmed since then. 

To date, APEC's accomplishments have been very limited. The s m d  secretariat 

has confined itself almost entirely to regional information exchange and technicd 

cooperation. The annual APEC ministerial meetings have been used primariIy as a forum 

where resolutions stressing global economic goals have been k m e d  and endorsed. 

APEC has not de&, in a concrete way, with si-cant regional economic issues such as 

harmonizing regional economic policies or resolving regional economic  dispute^.^ For 

example, the 1997 APEC meeting failed to provide an effective scheme to manage the 

Asian financial crisis. 

2.3 East Asian Economic Caucus (EAEC) 

In 1990, Mdaysian Prime Minister Mahathir called for the creation of an East 

Asian Economic Group (EAEG) consisting of Japan, the East Asian newly industrializing 

economies (NIES), China, and the other economies of the Association of Southeast Asian 

Nations (ASEAN). Aithough the precise role that such an econornic grouping might play 

was never set out in detail, EAEG was meant to be the East Asian response to emerging 

33 AggarwaI, 1993, p- 1033. 
24 APEC Economic Comrnittee, 1997a, p. 9. 

Saxonhouse, 1993, p. 412. 



trade blocs like EU and NAFTA? The lack of effectiveness of APEC in addressing 

regional economic interests contributed to the initiative as well. 

Mahathir's proposal was strongly opposed by the United States, Australia and 

New Zealand- They dl wished East Asian regionalization to be undertaken in the context 

of APEC. Strong pressure fiom the United States also led Japan to publicly oppose 

EAEG. The opposition to the original Mahathir Plan led to changes in this proposal. 

EAEG was evennially changed to East Asian Economic Caucus (EAEC), a periodic 

consultative mechanism. Whether this East Asian consultation wiH ded chiefly with the 

coordination of East Asian positions on global trade policy or whether it will extend to 

economic regionaiization remains to be seen? 

One phenornenon worth mentioning here is that although not directly comected to 

the EAEC, the newiy institutionalized Asia-Europe Meeting (ASEM) on its Asian side 

has some of the qualities of the EAEC. The Asian ASEM participants, the ASEAN 

members, China, South Korea, and Japan have coordinated their positions so as to have a 

common stance across the table îiom their fifteen European counterparts." 

2.4 Heterogeneity in Asia Pacific Region 

The above overview strongly suggests that the process of institutionalization has 

been slow in the Asia Pacific region. Why is it so difficult to form a regionai economic 

institution like a free trade area in the Asia Pacific region given economic transaction 

within the region? It is because heterogeneity tends to hhder institutional economic 

regionalization by increasing transaction costs. Economic institutionalization requires the 

participating countnes to have similar Iaws and regulations goveming trade and 

" Aggnvaal. 1993. p. 1037. 

Saxonhouse, 1993, p. 41 1-412. 

'8 Weatherbee, 1997, p.48. 



investment flows. However, Asia Pacific countries have a diverse range of political and 

economic systems, making it difficult to harmonize trade and investment practices. The 

considerable national changes involved in the formd institutionalization may take long 

periods of time to negotiate and implernent.g The process of adjusting will be more 

costly . 

The sheer heterogeneity of the APEC members' political economy is the most 

fundamental difficulty APEC needs to overcome." There are signifcant political, 

cultural, geographical, and most importantly, economic ciifferences among the leading 

nations of the Asia Pacific region. The major heterogeneities in the Asia Pacific area cm 

be summarized as foliows. 

A. Political Heterogeneity 

Historicaily, the major countnes in the Asia Pacifc region have been political 

rivals. This situation has been changed only re~ently.~' Trade and intra-regional 

investment have gone a long way toward bnnging the former enemies together. This 

situation is fimdamentally different from Europe. Europeans were able to move into 

treaties backed by the United States after World War II. However, in the Asia Pacific, 

before the mid- 198Os, the U.S . was not interested in forming a regional trade bloc. Even 

today, some Asian economies that had ernerged only recently fiom colonial s tatu are still 

hesitant about a formal cornmitment to an economic cooperation process." 

Theoretically, three political systems exist among the Asia Pacific countries: the 

communist system, the authontarian capitalist system, and the democratic capitalist 

L9 Tang and Thant, 1994, p. 5, and Turner, 1995, p. 639. 

'O Beeson, 1996, p. 41. 

'' See Pempel, 1997, pp. 13-15 for details. 

" Harris, 1993, p. 277. 



systern, China, North Korea and Vietnam are st i l l  under the rule of communist parties; 

Singapore , Thailand, Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines and Brunei are authontarian 

countries; the United States, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Japan, Taiwan and South 

Korea are democratic countries. Even among the "democratic countries," there exist 

great variations in te- of the role of government in the economy, legal and 

administrative systems. 

Communism in theory is based on public ownership and capitalkm on private 

ownership- Ln reality, there is little hope to formally integrate these two systems. One of 

the main reasons why China, and later Vietnam, were able to integrate themselves into 

the world economy is that their economic reform has reduced the difference between 

them and other market economies. In other words, they have become more "capitalist- 

Like." 

B.  Heterogeneity in Economic Development 

If the political differences are difficult to measure, the economic disparity is much 

clearer. The level of economic development of Asia Pacific countries varies greatly. As 

the table shows, the per capita GDP of Japan was $36,49733 in 1996, while that of China 

was only $662. The ratio was more than 55 times. In 1997, the per capita GNP of Japan 

is $34,630 - 173 times that of Vietnam ($200), 65 times that of China ($530) and 36 

times that of the ~ h i l i ~ p i n e s . ~  These differences are rnuch larger than those among EU 

and North Arnerican countnes. In the same year, the biggest GNP gap in EU was only 

3.1 1 times - between Denmark 

America was 7.8 times - between 

($32,500) and Portugal ($10,450), and that of North 

the U.S. (28,740) and Mexico (3,680).~' 

33 In this thesis, $ stands for US dollar unless otherwise indicated. 

" FEER, Asia 1997 Yeurbook, p. 15. 

" The World Bank World Developrnenr Repon, 1998/99, pp. 190-19 1. 



Table 1 GDP Per Capib of APEC Countries (in US Dollars)" 

Country 1 1991 1 1992 1 1993 1 1994 1 1995 1 1996 

Canada 

USA 

Mexico 
Japan 

South Korea 

Taiwan 

Hong Kong 

China 

Malaysia 1 2,604 1 3,022 1 3,153 1 3,718 ( 4,284 1 4,656 

Philippines 1 7131 8121 8 1 3 1  9341 1,0541 1,166 

Economic disparity reflects the differences in the Ievels of industrialization, 

technology, labor costs and export capacity. One of the preconditions for institutional 

regionalization is that per capita income levels of member countries should be close 

enough so that adjustments in trade flows do not cause massive changes in the 

distribution of income and emplopent37 However, the vast Merential of income level 

in the Asia Pacific area caused a wide gap in wage rates. 

China had a monthly wage of only $36.5 1 in 199 1, while in Japan the equivalent 

number was as high as $3,073.38. The ratio was 84 times. In contrast, in the EU in 1993, 

36 Wculated fkom APEC Econornic Cornmittee, APEC Econornic OurlooS 1997. 

" Schott, 1991, p. 6. 



Demark had the highest g r o s  hourly wage for manual workers in industry (ECU~' 

13-49)? with Gennany (net including former East Germany) was close to this level (ECU 

12.60). The lowest wages for manual workers are recorded in Portugal and in Greece, 

with five times less than that of a German manual ~orker .~ '  The acceptance of low-wage 

Portugal and Greece into the EU has caused many problems for the EU. The farmers and 

manufacturers of relatively Iabor-intensive industries in the high-income EU countries are 

troubled by their counterparts in low-wage new members. The wage differential is also a 

major problem for NAFTA. Therefore, the much greater ciifference in labor costs in the 

Asia Pacinc region makes institutional regionalization very mcult. 

C. Cultural Heterogeneity 

Cultural heterogeneity c m  also raise transaction costs. In the APEC countries, 

there are six major cultures and religions: Confitcianism, Buddhism, Chrîstianity, Islam, 

Taoism, and Shintoism. Meanwhile ail the EU countries are largely Christian. The 

ethnic diversity in the Asia Pacific is also much greater than that of Europe. Sociologists 

ofien use famiLies of language to measure cultural and ethnic diversity. If we count only 

the primary language of the member countries, al l  the EU countries belong to the Indo- 

European language family. 

In contrast, APEC counaies belong to six language groups: Sino-Tïbetan (China, 

Singapore, Taiwan, Hong Kong), Japanese (Japan), Korean (Korea), Austronesian 

(Malaysia, Indonesia, the Philippines, Brunei), Thai (Thailand), and Indo-European (US, 

Canada, Australia and New ~ e a l a n d ) . ~  Cultural heterogeneity not only includes language 

diversity, but also extends to rnuch broader categories like consumption behavior, 

38 European currency unit. 

'' Eurostat, Europe in Figures, 1995, p. 198. 
40 Wright, 1990, p. 306, 



business practices, methods of management, and so on. Al1 those cultural differences are 

major sources of non-tariff barriers and increase the cos& of instimtionalization. 

D. Heterogeneity in Security hterests 

APEC members have very different and sometimes even conflicting secmrity 

interests. There is no hard, region-wide rnultilaterd security agreement in the Asia Pacific 

region. Furthemore, there is a potential danger that military conflict may take place 

between some APEC rnembers. For instance, China refuses to renounce using rnilitary 

means to unie  with Taiwan if Taiwan declares independence. China, Japan and some 

ASEAN countries still have security-related disputes with one another. 

E. Other Barriers 

There are many other dimensions of the heterogeneity of or political 

disagreements in the region, for example, problems left by Japan's aggression, including 

the evaluation of Japan's aggression and compensation problems." In addition, concems 

about the potential dominance of Japan in East Asia still persist in many couniries. 

Territorial disputes among East Asian countries, iike the Spratly disputes (among China, 

Vietnam, Taiwan, the Philippines, Malaysia and Brunei) and the Sabah dispute (behveen 

Malaysia and the Philippines), could have a potentially damaging impact on 

regionalization as well. 

2.5 Negative Impacts of Heterogeneity on Institutional Regionalization 

In generai, the considerable heterogeneity of the region results in a number of 

barriers to institutional regionalization. Drysdale and Gamaut use the terrn ?rade 

a See Deng, 1997, and Kristof, 1998 for M e r  discussion. 
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resistance" to describe most of the barriers."' Differentiation of economic levels often 

leads to stronger tarif€ barriers, and non-economic heterogeneity tends to produce 

stronger non-tariff or even non-economic barriers. For example, developing countries in 

East Asia such as Malaysia and Indonesia have a high tariff system. Their average tariff 

rates for consumer goods are as high as 60 percent.u In addition to tarifEs, irnports by 

East Asian countries are heavily protected by non-tariff baniers, such as quotas, 

restrictive licensing and import prohibition. Many other barriers are non-economic in 

nature, such as Taiwan's ban on direct trade with Maialand China and America's 

prohibition on investment in North Korea. 

Moreover, East Asian developing countries are very sensitive to possible U.S. and 

Japanese dominance through regional institutions. They are not eager to sign a fiee trade 

arrangement with developed countries since they do not believe that fÎee trade is fair 

cornpetition for the less industrialized countries. Their long history of being colonized 

and strong desire for economic independence have made them very afraid of being locked 

into the curent international hierarchy of economic divisions. 44 

To overcome those barriers, it is ofien not enough to be just economically 

cornpetitive. Forma1 economic institutions have proved to be ineffective in dealing with 

' L ~ ~ b j e ~ t i ~ e  resistance" to economic regionalization. However, non-institutional 

regionalization can be an effective way to get around those barriers. A rnulti-tier division 

of labor creates structural dependence of the lower-tier economies on the higher-tier ones. 

This division explains why Japan can maintain high trade supluses with other East Asian 

countries. Subregional economic zones" aim to attract foreign direct investment and help 

" Drysdalc & Garnaut, 1993, pp. 189-190. 

" Goto and Hamada, 1993, p. 20. 

See Suzuki, 1984, and Saravanamuttu, 1988 for further discussion. 

45 Economic sub-regions that connea only parts of two or more economies. Refer to Chapter 4 for details. 



participating countries gain market access. The oveseas Chinese network helps 

surmount politicai barriers in China-Taiw an economic relations. 

2.6 ASEAN and AFTA - An Exception? 

Underscoring the difficulties for regional economic institutionalization is the 

ASEAN Free Traàe Arrangement (AFTA). In fact, AFTA has been the only significant 

attempt at regional trade Iiberalization in East Asia. The Association of Southeasî Asian 

Nations (ASEAN) was established in 1967 by the five original member countries: 

Indonesia, Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, and Thailand. Brunei and Vietnam 

joined in 1984 and 1995 respectively. Laos and Myanmar joined in 1997. And Burma 

became a full member in 1998.~ 

The three major objectives of ASEAN are: to safeguard the political and 

economic stability of the region; promote the economic, social, and cultural development 

of the region; and serve as a forum for the resolution of intra-regional differen~es.'~ 

ASEAN w u  formed in the middle of the Cold War. Thus, for many years the grouping 

was preoccupied with regional political and security issues. Now, in the post-Cold War 

and post-Indochina War era, ASEAN's security concems have been given an 

organizational form in the ASEAN Regional Forum (AN?)." 

46 FEER, Asia 1997 Yearbook, p. 73, 
47 APEC Economic Cornmittee, 1997% p. 14. 
48 In Juiy 1994, the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF) held its inaugural meeting in Bangkok. It brought 

together the Foreign Ministers of eighteen Asian Pacific countries for a rnultilateral dialogue on regional 

security issues, such as the South China Sea conflict, confidence building measures, and aspects of 

preventive diplomac y. It is a annual forum following ASEAN's Annual Minis terial Meeting. Partici pan ts 

indude Malaysia, Indonesia, Singapore, Thailand, the Philippines, Brunei, Cambodia, india, Myanmar, 

Vietnam, Laos, China, South Korea, Japan, Russia, the U.S., the EU, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and 

Papau New Guinea. For further discussion, see Acharya, A. 1997, The ASEAN Regioruzl Forum: 

Confidence-Building, Department of Foreign Affairs and International Trade, Canada 



Until the end of the 1980s, ASEAN as a regional political organization had been 

quite successfut, but in the economic arena its progress was slow. In its f m t  two decades, 

the centerpiece of ASEAN economic regionalization was schemes of industrial 

cooperation, such as the ASEAN Induseid Projects (AIPs) and the ASEAN Industrial 

Joint Ventures (ALTVs). But the results were disappointingJg In 1977, ASEAN agreed on 

the Preferential Trade Agreement (PTA) to prornote intra-regional trade. 

The rapid economic development of ASEAN rnembers in the 1980s and into the 

1990s had substantidy increased the volume of trade among member economies. In 

1992, ASEAN member countries agreed to set up the ASEAN Free Trade Area (AFTA), 

with the goal of reducing tariffs on intra-ASEAN trade in manufactures within 15 years.50 

Two major econornic events have accelerated the AFïA process: the conclusion of the 

Uruguay Round negotiations in 1993 and the 1994 APEC declaratïon committing 

members to liberalize trade and investment by 2010/2020. Therefore, in 1994, ASEAN 

decided to reduce the implementation period of AFTA from 15 years to 10 years, i.e., to 

achieve it by January 1,2003 (AFïA 2003 ~cheme) .~ '  

Given the fact that AFTA has been in place only a short time, assessment of its 

impact on trade and investment flows of ASEAN members is mcult. The empirical 

work on AFTA at this stage is still limited. The case against AFTA Lies primarily in the 

small size of the regional market? Trade among AFïA countries comprises 0.9 percent 

of world trade in 1992 and 1.3 percent in 1995.~ In 1993, ha-ASEAN trade accounted 

for 19.3 percent of the total trade of the ASEAN-6 (Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia, 

49 Weatherbee, 1997, p. 49. 

Ravenhill, 1995, p. 857. 

APEC Economic Cornmittee, 1997% p. 15. 

Panaganya, 1994, p. 817. For more effects of AFTA, see Ravenhill 1995, Ramasarny, 1995, Bowles, 

1997 and Chia, 1998. 



Philippines, Singapore, Thailand)." Vatikos has suggested that AFTA is saddled by its 

vagueness, extensive exemptions, and the differential rates at which members are 

required to cut their tariffs. Furthemore, non-tariff barriers have yet to be addressed." 

AFTAYs strategy does not expand the productive base of the national economies through 

conscious resource sharing or reallocation of in~estrnent.'~ 

Moreover, the recent Asian financial crisis seems to has increased resistance to 

the implementation of the AFTA4 plan. There is concern that growing protection of local 

industry will delay the enforcement of trade liberdization. This concem is reflected by 

the following statement: "There may be certain industries which will be exempted to 

some extent from the m A  2003 Scheme, such as the petrochemical industry which is 

important to Malaysia and Indonesia It is also possible that tariff reductions will not 

confom to the original s ~ h e m e . " ~  To date, the ASEAN economies may be too sùnilar to 

generate large gains from the projected liberalization. Most ASEAN countries have 

similar levels of industrial cornpetence, produce largely similar processed resources and 

labor-intensive manufactures and have to look beyond the region for technology and 

capital goods, and compete with each other for markets.' However, the removal of intra- 

ASEAN barriers may aid the region's efforts to attract more investment. 

While ASEAN continues to lack substance as a fÏee trade area, non-institutional 

economic regionalization within ASEAN countries has deepened considerably. The 

emergence and rapid expansion of cross-border production operations by multinationat 

corporations W C s )  have contributed a great deal to the economic regionalization 

53 MEC Economic Cornmittee, 1997a, p. 38. 

Y Chia, 1998, pp. 215-217. 

55 Vatikos, 1993, p. 15. 

56 See Bowles, 1997, 106.. and Weatherbee, 1997, p. 50. 
57 Nagasaka, 1998, p. 25. 
58 Chia, 1998, p. 217. 



within ASEAN- The influx of foreign direct investment £iom Japan and East Asian NIES 

has prompted economic regionalization on a srnder scaIe, i.e., subregiond economic 

zones. Much of the extraordinary development of China and part of Malaysia, Indonesia, 

and Thailand in recent years can be attributed directly to this kind of economic 

arrangement. Also, overseas Chinese networks in East Asia have exerted a great 

infiuence on this economic regionalization. In sum. AFTA does not constitute an 

exception to my assessrnent that Asia Pacific has only weak institutional regionalization. 

2.7 Conclusion 

East Asia in general has a pattern of strong non-institutional and weak 

institutional economic regionalization. Heterogeneity in this region tends to '&der 

regional economic institutionalization. Even though Southeast Asian nations have a 

formal agreement on fkee trade among themselves, it has taken 25 years for the six 

countries to reach the agreement and progress on serious liberalization is still out of 

sight." 

For the past two decades, East Asia was the most dynamic and fastest growing 

region in the world. To meet the need for economic internationalization and 

regionalization, East Asians tried to fmd the5 own ways to overcome barriers caused by 

heterogeneity. Since formal linkages are difficult, informal linkages through Lines of 

industrial division, geogaphical proximity, and human networks have flourished in the 

region. Those informa1 M a g e s  within East Asia have accommodated the needs of East 

Asian countries very weU. 

In the remaining chapters, three major forrns of non-institutional regionalization 

wiIi be studied: multi-tier division of Iabor, subregional economic zones, and Asian 

business networks. Among them the multi-tier division of Iabor provides a framework 



for informal regionalization and a basis for other forms of non-institutional economic 

regionalization. For instance, the complernentarity of East Asian economies, resulting 

from the multi-tier division of labor, is a precondition for subregional economic zones to 

flourish. 



CEaAPTER 3 THE MULTI-TIER DMSION OF LABOR 

According to economic integration theory, it is a general tendency for finns that 

have lost their comparative advantagea to move to less developed countries with lower 

production costs. In the case of East Asia, the geographical proximity and traditionai 

commercial ties created a tendency for Japan to shift its mature industries to its East 

Asian neighbors. The dynamic process of expansion of division of labor, mostly h ~ o u g h  

Japanese production networks, facilitates intra-Asian trade and investment and provides 

the basic economic configuration of East Asia today. 

3.1 Product Cycle Theory 

The product cycle theory is a well-accepted expianation for industrialization and 

economic development in East Asia Economic development in East Asia cannot be 

understood outside the context of "the fundamental unity and integrity of the regional 

effort" that began with Japanese c~lonialisrn.~~ In the past century, lapan, Korea, and 

Taiwan have gone through a product cycle industrialization pattern, with Korea and 

Taiwan following in Japan's lead. The three phases of industrialization thai occurred in 

Japan, and subsequently in Taiwan and Korea, were textile, steel/chernicaWautomobiles, 

and high technology industries such as electronics and cornputers. 

In the 1930s, the Japanese economist Kaname Akarnatsu created his famous 

"flying geese" mode1 to explain Japan's industrial development Based on his study of 

the textile industry in Japan, he discovered that the process of Japan's industrialization 

60 Comparative advantage refers to a country's or area's advantage in the manufacture of a particuiar item 

when its prodaction cost for that item is less than the cost experienced by other countries or areas for the 

same item. See Jerry M. Rosenberg, 1994, Dictionary of International Trade. 
6 1 Cumings, 1984, p. 3. 
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followed four cycles: imports of new products, irnport-substitution, export, and re-import. 

He suggested that diffusion of new products and technologies began with their import 

into less industrialized countries. Over tirne, dong with the imported techniques and 

capital goods, c'homogeneous industries" were established and the less industrialized 

countries acquired their own capital goods industries. In the fourth stage of the cycle, 

local capital goods industries developed export capabilities and exported to the 

originating countries. This process appeared on the graph in an inverse "V" shape, 

resembling a wild flying geese pattern.62 Akamatsu summarized his model in the graph 

shown in Fiawe 1. 

Figure 1 Akamatsu's fIying geese modela 

Consumer Goods Capital Goods 

I 

Tirne - 
Underdevelaped stage Advanceci stage 

The product cycle in given Japanese industries, such as textiles, steel/automobiles, 

and electronics, indicates the process of origin, rise, apogee, and decline. In each 

industrial life cycle there is also an appropnate jumping off place, that is, a point at which 

62 Akamatsu, 1962. Also see Inopchi, 1994 and Korhonen , 1994. 

63 Adapted fiom Bernard and Ravenhill, 1995, p. 174. 
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it pays to Iet othen make the product or at least provide the labor. Taiwan and Korea 

have histoncally been receptacles for declining Japanese industries." The pattern of 

industrial diffusion is fYom Japan to East Asian newly industrializing countnes (NICs), 

then to ASEAN countries, and most recentiy to China and Vietnam. According to this 

contemporary "flying geese" analogy, the "flying geese model" and "product cycle 

theory" wiU be used interchangeably in this thesis. 

Since the 1960s, this pattern has been extended to illusmate the international 

division of labor in East Asia. According to this pattern, East Asian ec~nomic 

development is divided into three stages in temis of differences of technology 

intensification: labor and resource-intensive economies, capital-intensive economies, and 

technology and knowledge-intensive economies. A country usuaily WU experience the 

above three stages in its economic development. As an economy's industrialization 

advauces and its income level increases, some of its products WU lose their cornpetitive 

advantage, and the economy will have to shift these products to another economy and 

upgrade itself to more advanced products. In this pattern, Japan is regarded as the leading 

goose and is placed in the fust tier, East Asian NIES in the second tier, and ASEAN 

countries in the third tiersa 

The flying geese model is considered by many, especially the Japanese, as the 

model of East Asia's economic success. The core assumptioo is that 'We development 

model adopted by the Japanese may be regarded as a suitable development strategy for 

newly industrializing economies today."& Kiyoshi Kojirna, a student of Akamatsu's, 

argued that the special features of what he t e m  "Japanese-style DFI" are what enables 

64 Cumings, 1984, p. 3 

For the more recent versions of the 'Ylying geese" model and "product cycle theory," see Vernon. 1971, 

Kojima, 1985, 1986, Yamazawa, 1990a, chap.2 and 1990b, Rowthorn, 1996, and Pempel, 1998. 

66 Yamazawa, 1990b, p. 27. 
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developing countries to imitate Japan's development Even the Japanese 

Ministry of Finance's Cornmittee on Asia Pacific Economic Research recommended that 

"it is necessary that what Japan used to do should be done by the Asian NIES, and what 

the Asian NIES used to do should be done by ASEAN countries."" 

The flying geese model has been a popular approach in North America as well. 

Apart from Bruce Cumings, economist Peter Petri has employed this model in suggesting 

that East Asian developmental paths have followed the Japanese pattern. This was partly 

because the NICs, especially Korea, consciously set out to rnodel their industrialization 

on the Japanese expenence." Another American economist, Paul W. Kuznets, 

specifically applied this pattern to Korea's industrial devel~~rnent.'~ Political scientists 

Steve Chan and Cal Clark also suggested that "perhaps the most important explanation" 

for dependency reversal in East Asia lies in "the international product cycle.'"' According 

to these writers, the flying geese rnodel descnbes precisely the postwar developmental 

success of fmt Japan, then the four NIES, and recendy the third wave of the ASEAN 

countries and China. 

3.2 FIying Geese Mode1 Reconsidered 

Akarnatsu's version of the flying geese rnodel reflected Japan's own experience 

and the country's interests at the t h e  he was writing. Trade was seen as the major 

vehicle of technology transfer, while MNCs played only a minor role. Moreover, the 

relationship between foilower and leader had a fxed dimension. As the Japanese 

economy has developed, its economic relations with the rest of East Asia have changed. 

" Kojima, 1986. 

" Foundation for Advanced Information and Research, 1990, p. 64. 

" Petri, 1988 and 1993. 

'O Kuznets, 1985. 



So too has the wild geese model." In his more recent version of the rnodel, Kojima 

stressed the role of direct invesûnent as a means for tramferring technology to foilower 

countries." In industries where the comparative advantage is lost, MNCs relocate 

production to Iower wage countries. The modification of the fiying geese model to 

recognize the activities of MNCs is an obvious advance given the great importance of 

MNCs in the contemporary world. 

RecentIy the flying geese model has drawn much criticism. Mitchell Bernard and 

John Ravenhill argue that the application of the product cycle theory to contemporary 

East Asian experience is misleading. First, the theory makes assumptions about the 

maturation of products and technology as industries progress through the production 

cycle, but these do not hold in rnany sectors such as automobiles, electronics, or even part 

of the textile industry. Second, the model suggests that production for export in the 

countries to which manufacturing migrated would build on an experience of import- 

substituting manufacturing of these products; again such assumptions have decreasing 

relevance to the East Asian experience. Finally, the theory predicts that in the last stage 

of the product cycle, fm in the originating country will exit from the market, leaving 

domestic demand to be met fkom the exports of the countnes to which production has 

migrated. But this stage of "reverse exporting" has largely failed to occur. This failure is 

a primary cause of the increasing interstate trade tensions within the region." 

The flying geese pattern is hierarchical, although many Japanese scholars would 

argue otherwise. In this pattern, Japan is placed on the highest tier of the division of 

Iabor in East Asia. It stresses that the region as a whole can advance by following the 

" Chan and Clark, 1992, p. 1 1. 

Rowthorn. 1996, p. 10. 

" See Kojima, 1986. 
74 Bernard and Ravenhill, 1995, p. 175. 



lead of Japan, and thus Japan is the center in economic regionalization." But, while the 

formation of such a system of division owed much to Japanese efforts to seek 

competitiveness for their industries, the existence of American hegemony was essential 

for this division to work in the postwar penod. Without aid nom the United States, 

Japan, as well as South Korea and Taiwan, could not have achieved the high level of 

industnalization it now enjoys. Even today, the United States is stiil a major source of 

technology and investment for East Asian industrial advancement. Moreover, the U.S. 

market has been a precondition for all the geese to fly.76 

To make the model more applicable, some have expanded it to include the U.S. in 

the fmt  tier, so that the model became a double leading geese model. Recentiy, there 

were also suggestions to include China and other Southeast Asian countries h t o  the third 

or even fourth tier of the d i ~ i s i o n . ~  But this is not acceptable to the United States or 

China. The United States does not want to recoepize Japan as the technical leader of East 

Asia. This was reflected in James Baker's t a k  on the regional configuration of the Asia 

Pacific area. He described the structure of the U.S. participation in the Asia Pacinc as an 

open fan. The base was in North America with many spokes extending to the West. The 

most important ribs were the US-Japan alliance, the US.-ROK'~ alliance, and the U.S. 

relations with ASEAN and with Australia, and so one7' 

China also has mculty in finding a position in the model. Based on its average 

income level, China can be placed only in the third or maybe the fourth tier. But China is 

huge geographically, owns some high technology, and has strong innovation resources. 

" Pernpel. 1997, p. 16. 

'' See Helleiner, 1994. pp. 8-9 for details. 
n Inoguchi, 1994, p. 25., and Zhao, 1998, p. 107. 

'' Refers to Republic of Korea, i.e., South Korea 

79 James Baker's speech at Japan Institute of International Affairs, November 1 1. 199 1. 
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Moreover, since China's development will inevitably be unbaianced in different regions 

as parts of the country upgrade, it WU not necessdy shifi the mature industries to other 

c o d e s ,  but to other regions within the country." Therefore, instead of trying to fit into 

the model, China focuses on its own ways of regionalization. It quietly rnakes use of the 

overseas Chinese network and expands the subregional economic zones. 

Despite those modifications to include the U.S. and China in the model, a 

fundamental problem remaining with the model is that it is static in the sense that while it 

dlows the geese to move forward, they must follow the leading goose. But in reality, the 

pace of development of dBerent economies is always uneven. The actual development 

of Asia Pacifie economies has been much more dynamic than the model suggests. The 

change of division between Japan and the U.S. from vertical tu horizontal, that is, fiom 

different industrialization levels to similar leveis is one example. 

Today the division between Japan and the East Asian NIES is also becoming 

increasingly horizontal. The dynamic process of industrial stmcturd relay itself means 

that many goods and capital are moving fiom one tier to another. Moreover, the 

movement of those goods, especiay the transfer of capital and technology, means much 

more than the value of the goods or capital themselves, since it can greatly enhance the 

ability of lower tier countries to export and import. "FDI, parùcularly that to East Asia, 

was expected to shrink the trade balance .. .. As a result, the vertical division of labor, in 

which Japan imports raw materials and exports finished products, would change to a 

horizontal division of labor, in which Japan imports and exports f ~ s h e d  pr~ducts."'~ 

Thus, the Asia Pacific region exhibits a mixture of vertical and horizontal divisions. This 

mixture allows countries in the lower tiers to move upward. That is one of the reasons 

why some East Asian countries are industnalized or close to being industrialized. 

Rowthom, 1996, p. 7. 



Even though the flying geese analogy of East Asian development fails to grasp the 

change of economic relations in East Asia, it is stU undoubtedly accurate in some 

respects. First, it is tnie that economic development in East Asia has generally proceeded 

in waves, with Japan as the leading goose, then the first-tier NIES, then the ASEAN-4, 

and now Thailand, coastal China and even Vietnam. Secondly, it is also true that as the 

East Asian countries have developed, their production and trade structures generally have 

undergone the kind of transformation implied by the flying geese modela 

3.3 Roduction Networks in East Asia 

As 2 response to the inadequacy of the flying geese model, the production 

networks approach has emerged to explain the current regional multi-tier division of labor 

in East Asia. A production network refers to a system for division of Iabor centering on 

manufacnuing." Instead of the state-centric notion of countries replicating the 

development expenence suggested by product cycle theory, the production networks 

focus on inter-fm relationships built around a hierarchy of technological capabilities and 

production practices. Also, unlike the static flying geese model, the production networks 

concept helps explain the variations among different patterns of industrialization of the 

East Asian countries. 

Since the negotiation of the Plaza Agreement in September 1985, the regional 

political economy of East Asia has corne to be cornprised of clusters of interrelated 

" See Nishiguchi, 1993, p. 15. 
82 Rowthom, 1996, p. 1-2. 

Hiroyuk. 1998, p. 19. 



manufachiring s e c t ~ r s . ~  Production increasingly takes place in hierarchical networks. 

These networks are b d t  around production and innovation centered in Japan. 

Meanwh.de, the huge i d u x  of FDI has established export-onented manufacniring in 

Malaysia, Thailand and parts of coastal China This has resulted in their linkage to 

production in Northeast Asia. Manufacturing is being regionalized in a number of key 

industries: such as the electronics industry. 

Nagasaka Toshihisa describes the Japanese production networks as follows: 'Vie 

hubs of these networks are the head offices in Japan and their local subsidiaries (as mini- 

hubs in the case of electric home appliances, particularly in Singapore), from which intra- 

industry horizontal division of labor, in-house vertical division of iabor, and inter-process 

division of labor focusing on parts procurement networks are being carried forward. 

Networks are also being fomed around these hubs as base functions for supplying a 

comprehensive range of work and information, from product planning and design to parts 

know-how." 86 

3.3.1 Formation of the Netwarks 

In his 1984 article, Cumings argued that the regionalization of production in East 

Asia has its foundations in the Japanese colonial period." Japanese production in 

Taiwan, Korea, and Manchuria was an integral part of the pre-1945 Japanese empire. 

The postwar direct investment by Japanese h s  in such industries as electronics and 

machinery manufacturing commenced in the 1950s in Taiwan and the 1960s in South 

8J The Plaza Agreement took its name fiom the Plaza Hotel in New York, where a meeting of France, 

Germany, Japan, U.K, and U.S. adopted on 22 September 1985 a coordinated strategy to devdue the U.S. 

dollar VS- the currencies of its major partners. 

13' Bernard, 1994. p. 7. 

86 Toshihisa, 1998, p. 23. 



Korea Meanwhile, the US. govemment actively encouraged investment by U.S. 

corporations in fiont-line anti-Communist countries. 

However, the off-shore production of U.S. corporations contrasted sharply with 

the Japanese overseas production in East Asia The off-shore production of US. 

corporations tended to form front-line bases that were quite independent kom their 

domestic production systems in the U.S. and were airned at supplying the U.S. market. In 

contrast, the Japanese overseas production was highly integrated with domestic 

production systems in ~apan." In the production structure that emerged, firrns in Taiwan, 

Hong Kong, and South Korea were W e d  backward to Japanese supplies of hey 

components, capital equipment, and materials, and forward to markets in the U.S. and the 

The combination of changes in Japanese production and investment fiom Japan, 

Korea, and Taiwan served to broaden and deepen the regional division of Iabor in East 

~ s i a ?  First, Japanese corporations reorganized their manufacturing practices by 

applying advanced American production and management skiils and the latest technology 

to their particuiar situation. The innovations included the use of flexible machinery, 

reducing inventories and defects, decentralization of manufacturing-related decisior. 

making, and application of microprocessors to production.gL This reorganization has 

made Japan the world's primary manufacturïng country. Japanese firms have corne to 

dominate key industries such as automobiles, consumer electronics, and precision 

machinery . 

-- - 

8'7 Cumings, 1984, p. 6,  
88 For more cornparision between the U.S. "off-shore productions" and the Japanese "overseas production," 

see Hiroyuki, 1998, p. 21. 
89 Bernard, 1994, p. 1 1. 

lomo, 1996, p. 8. 



Secondly, the heightened trade tension between Japan and the United States 

intensified Japanese production links with Taiwan and Korea The proliferation of 

nontariff banîers against Japanese exports increased the attractiveness of the East Asian 

NIES as export oriented production bases, particularly for small and medium sized firms. 

In 1986-88, the onginal tensions between Japan and the U S .  were extended to Korea and 

Taiwan. A surge in imports from Korea and Taiwan led the US. to increase pressure fcr 

currency appreciation and to irnplement non-tariff barriers to restrict the access of their 

exports to the Amencan market." Eventudy, as was tme of Japan, Taiwan and Korea 

invested sibpXcant amounts in manufacturing in ASEAN and, later in China. 

Economic and political factors combined to encourage manufacnirers in Japan, as 

well as in Taiwan and Korea, to undertake foreign investment. The large currency 

realignments in the years following the 1985 Plaza Agreement caused dramatic changes 

in the competitiveness of domestic manufacturing. The yen increased in value by close to 

40 percent in the years ffom 1985-87; the NT dollar (Taiwan) by 28 percent in the same 

penod; and the Korean won by 17 percent kom 1986 to 1988." Currency appreciation 

was accompanied by changes in relative wages and increased cost of local labor. The loss 

of competitiveness forced manufacturers in Japan and the NIES to relocate some aspects 

of their production to lower cost countries- 

China and the ASEAN countries were ideal locations because of their 

geographical proximity and their efforts to attract foreign investment. A key inducement 

was trade policy reforms which were accelerated in the 1980s in China and Southeast 

Asia. Govemments in Southeast Asia depreciated their currencies, allowed exporters to 

have keer access to imported capital goods and inputs, reduced uncertainty by signing 

91 Bernard, 1994, p. 8. 

" Bernard and R a v e W ,  1992, p. 2. 



investment guarantee agreements, and introduced packages of assistance measures such 

as tax holidays. Aiso, for Taiwan there was the advantage of the Iink through overseas 

Chinese networks. And Malaysia offers an English-speaking workforce. Furthemore, 

the Southeast Asian counhies continued to benefit fiom the U.S. ihlough its generalized 

system of preferences (GsP)? 

3.3.2 Spatial Expansion of Division of Labor 

In the second haif of the 1980s, the outflow of foreign direct investment fkom 

Japan, Korea, and Taiwan increased considerably. Between 1985 and 1990, Japanese 

f m s  invested more than $12 billion in East Asia. In the ASEAN region, Japanese FDI 

grew fkom $3.7 billion in 1983-1986 to $16.3 billion of 1989-1992.95 In 1980, the US. 

investment in Asia (except Japan) was over 1 -5 times that of Japan. For the past several 

years, Japanese f m s  have invested three times as rnuch in Asia as U.S. companies. 

Japan has thus replaced the U.S. as the preeminent source of Asian capital.% 

Zn 1989, Japanese f m s  invested four times as much money in Taiwan as they had 

in 1985, five times as much in Malaysia and South Korea, six times as much in 

Singapore, fifteen times as much in Hong Kong, and twenty-five times as much in 

Thailand. This trend continued into the 1990s. By mid-1993, Asia accounted for 19 

percent of Japan's outstanding FDI, up fkom 12 percent in 1990. For the year of 1993 

alone, 33 percent of total Japanese FDI went to ~ s i a ?  

93 Ibid. 
W See Riedel, 1997, p. 4. and Bernard and Ravenhill, 1992, pp. 5-6 for m e r  discussion. 

95 Stubbs, 1995, p. 12. 

% Pempel, 1997, p. 18. 

97 Ibid. 
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The increase of investment in ASEAN h a  gone even M e r .  In 1988, Japanese 

investment in ASEAN countries exceeded that in the Asian NIES for the fmt time. 

Japanese direct investment in ASEAN countries increased fiom $935 miilion in 1985 to 

$4,684 million in 1989.98 The majority of Japanese overseas production of consumer 

goods for the global market was shifted fiom the NlEs to ASEAN. Between 50 and 60 

percent of Japan's new investment in East Asia was in manufacturing. Japanese f m s ,  

particularly those in the consumer electronics and automobile industries, began moving 

toward an expanded, intra-industry division of labor throughout the East Asian region." 

Taiwanese and, to a lesser extent, South Korean investment in ASEAN also rose 

substantidy as a result of the currency revaiuation that followed the Plaza Agreement. 

At the end of 1987, the totd stock of Taiwanese investment in rnanufacturing in ASEAN 

stood at $78 million. In the following three years more than $850 million was invested 

according to officid record. In 1985, the cumulative investment fiom South Korea in 

ASEAN amounted to $42 million, and in 1989 alone, new Korean investment arnounted 

to $132 million.lm By the end of the 1980s, Taiwan had replaced the United States as the 

second most important investor in ASEAN and had overtaken Japan as the single largest 

investor in Malaysia1'' 

The spatial expansion of production networks has linked Malaysia, Thailand, and 

coastd China to production in NIES. Production networks have become regionalized in 

two ways. The fust is the shift fkom the Company to the "network" as the locus of 

productive and innovative activity. It is the interaction between f m  linked by chains of 

production, exchange, and distribution that now constitutes the basic organizational unit 

'13 Ito, 1993. p. 5. 
99 Pempel, 1997, p. 18. 

lm Bernard and Ravenhill, 1992, p. 3. 
101 Bernard and Ravenhill, 1995, p. 182- 



in the region. Firms, or even decentralized divisions within f m ,  maintain a degree of 

autonomy, but al l  sibonificant activity is in some way coordinated with other organizations 

in the network. Secondly, the production arrmgements rely heavily on the procurement 

of key components and equipment from Japan. Even Taiwanese or Korean firms, with 

ongoing ties to Japan or to locally based Japanese affiliates, continue these ties in their 

overseas operations in ASEAN.'~ Now, we may speak of regionalized manufacturing 

activity in a number of industries as an example. 

3.4 Japan's Role in Production Networks 

In the 1950s, as Japan's postwar political economy was taking shape, inter-fm 

production and distribution chahs (known as keiretsu in Japan) emerged. Some were 

extended to include alliances between Japanese and Taiwanese or Korean producers. 

Both of these links were crucial in establishg production bases in Southeast Asia and 

backward LUikages with Japan. During the ten years or so since 1985, Japanese 

production networks have been rapidly built as the most central industrial networks in 

East Asia. The division of labor among East Asian countries constnicted by Japanese 

f m s  and production networks has progressed greatly. Itami Hiroyuki categorized the 

Japanese production networks into the following three major types.'" 

In the fnst type of production network system, Japan is the destination of the flow 

of goods from East Asia A typical example of industries that employ this system is the 

sewing segment of the textile industry. Japan's impoas of textile products fiom other 

East Asian countries increase in proportion to the increased scale of East Asian 

production. This type of network system can be said to promote imports to Japan since it 

la2 See Bernard, 1994, pp. 10-1 1 for further discussion. 

'O3 Itami, 1998. p. 20. 
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aims to supply goods to the Japanese market. This even applies to the electronics 

industry, such as lowend products in certain categories of consumer goods. 

The second type of production network in which Japan forms the source of the 

ffow of goods, promotes exports fiom Japan. Factories are btdt in East Asian countries 

for conducting the final stage of production activities. But Japan supplies the majority of 

p m s  and materials used by those factories. Most of their prodiicts are destined for East 

Asian markets. Thus, Japan's exports to other East Asian countries increased greatly. 

This pattern occurs in numerous industries, including automobiles, steel, chemicais, and 

general machinery. Even in the electronics industry, this pattern is also observed in the 

categories of producers' goods and capital goods. 

The third type of production network is fonned where the division of labor 

between Japan and other East Asian countries has advanced to a complicated level that 

involves many products and processes. This type of division of labor is being employed 

by such industries as electronics and precision machinery. The division of labor in the 

cornputer indusny is now emerging as one regional unit which encompasses ail of East 

Asia Some analysts refer to this type as a "networked" division of labor. The final 

products manufactured fiom such a system are mainly destined for markets in the East 

Asian region, but are also exported to North America and Japan. However, in other 

industrial fields, the division of labor has not reached the same degree of development. 

For example, the automobile industry has formed a production system in each country 

and these systerns are onIy loosely reiated. 

Furthermore, Itarni explained different impacts on trade between Japan and other 

East Asian counû-ies posed by the three types of production networks. In terms of their 

effects on increasing both exports fiom and imports to Japan, the three types combined 

ultimately increase Japan's trade surplus. Even with the third type, export of parts (and 

related items) fkom Japan is still large enough to produce a considerable trade surplus. 
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The second type certainly promotes exports from Japan. Despite the fmt  type's large 

imports to Japan, a considerable share of required materials is still being exported from 

Japan and it cannot be said to consist purely of imports.'" 

As a result, Japan's trade with the rest of East Asia has a considerable excess of 

exports over imports. Since the beginning of the 1990s, Japan's trade surplus with other 

East Asian countries has rapidly increased. In 1985, Japan exported manufactured goods 

to other East Asian countries worth US$6,898 million as compared to imports of only 

$779 million, giving a surplus of $6,119 million. In 1993, the correspondhg figures were 

$3 1,152 million and $9,959 million, giving a surplus of $2 1,193. Thus, exports increased 

by 256 percent as compared to 1,178 percent in the case of imports, yet at the same time 

the Japanese trade surplus more than doubled.lo5 In recent years, there has been an 

upsurge in Japanese irnports of electronic goods from East Asia, but the scale of such 

trade is still quite small. In 1993, only 10.9 percent of al l  extemai exports of machinery 

and transport equipment fiom East Asia went to Japan, and the vast majority still goes to 

other markets in North America and ~ u r o p e . ' ~  

Despite the realignment of currencies and despite improvement of export and 

import capacities of East Asian countries, the United States continues to be the biggest 

market to East Asia, and to bear the bulk of the burden of adjustrnent to the 

industrïalization of the East Asian countries. The large irnbalances, both within the 

region and between the region and the U.S., indicate how trade patterns have been 

Ibid. 
IO5 Rowthorn, 1996, p. 3. 
106 Caiculated from UNCTAD Data Base, 1994. For individual East Asian countries' trade deficit with 

Japan, and U.S. and Japanese shares in East Asian exports of manufacturing goods, see Bernard and 

Ravenhill, 1992, p. 7. and p. 23. 
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skewed by the structure of production. It also shows how the product cycle has f d e d  to 

go full circle in East ~ s i a . ' ~  

3 5  Implications on Economic Regionaikation 

The production network is the driving force for investment and trade flows in the 

East Asian region today. As we know, most East Asian countries have strong protection 

for their market. However, East Asian countnes have fewer restrictions on imports that 

c m  increase production capacity, especially for those that will enhance future export 

capacity. This is because many East Asian developing countries have a very strong 

desire to upgrade their industries. They even give tariff and tax preferences for the 

irnport of important technologies and production equipment. Therefore, as they use direct 

investment to get around trade barriers in Nonh America and Europe, Japanese use their 

foreign direct investment and production lines as an effective means to get around trade 

barriers in other East Asian economies. 

While the multi-tier division promotes the industriai upgrading of East Asian 

economies, it also leads to the dependence of other East Asian economies on lapan's 

technology and equipment. In the late 1980s, governments of ASEAN countries 

promoted Japanese f m  as preferred partners. Prime Minister Mahatir of Malaysia 

urged his country to "Look East." However these same govements gradually began to 

criticize the reluctance of Japanese fhms to transfer technology and promote backward 

Linkages with local partners. The high dependence does pose many problems, such as the 

potential threats to state power or constraints on policy options. 

Pointing to this dependency, many people argue that technology has not really 

been diffused to other developing countries or to the NIES. This argument is significant 

because it reminds people that the East Asian NIES and ASEAN c o u n ~ e s  are not 

'07 Bernard, 1994, p. 20. 



repeating exactiy the same technical success that Japan had in its early period. Their 

economies are less hovative and less technologically independent- Nearly 79 percent of 

Taiwan's production equipment and parts, for example, are imported from Japan. The key 

technology and parts of the important industries in South Korea, such as the automobile 

industry, also rely on Japan. Moreover, for the production networks of East Asia, 80 

percent of materials is being imported fiom ~ a ~ a n . ' ~  

This kind of production and trade dependency also exists between other tiers, for 

exarnple, China's dependence on Taiwan. This should not, however, imply that the 

flying geese model does not work. The dependence of other East Asian economies on 

Japan and other developed countries clearly did not prevent them fiom narrowing their 

general distance in economic development levels ftom the developed countries. In fact, 

the East Asian MES are playing a much more important role in the regional economy 

than many people may have realized. In 1992, the total foreip made of the four East 

Asian NIEs was $678.54 billion, significantIy more than Japan's $572.94 billion (1.18 

times). But only six years earlier (in 1986), the total foreign trade of the four East Asian 

NIEs was only $249.29 billion, less than 0.74 times of Japan's total foreign trade.'" 

Today, the investment of the East Asian NIES in the lower tier developing countries of 

the region is no less important than Japanese and U.S. investment. Most of the dynamism 

of East Asia now is in the middle and low tiers rather than in the upper tier. 

In our highly interdependent world, given the smaii size and limited resources of 

the East Asian NIES, it is often more efficient for these NIES to rely on foreign 

technology than to create their own. The high dependence does create many problems. 

But on balance it is favorable to both sides. The general trend is for the gaps among the 

merent  tiers to continue to narrow. Moreover, economic interdependence has made the 

'" Toshihisa, 1998, p. 23. 



Japanese econorny so interwoven with other Asian economies that it is extremely difficult 

to distinguish one from the other. ''This, in tum, makes the Japanese economy 

dependent, rather than the other way around, upon the region's economy as a ~ho le . " "~  

The division of labor puts Japan in a favorable position in its cornpetition with 

the United States. By the end of the 1980s, Japan had successfully established an 

extremely extensive production network throughout the region. This, combined with 

Japanese fï1?11~' resistance to imports fiom other countries and problems in selling in the 

Japanese market, has made the US. Bade deficit with Japan structural. Japan is now the 

largest investor, exporter, and aid donor in East Asia and has become the u ~ v d e d  

economic power in the region. The United States and other countries also try to take 

advantage of the desire of East Asian developing countries for industridization and 

increased exports. But as a whole they zre much less successfbl than the Japanese, either 

because they are less aware of the importance of adopting this production network 

strategy or because they are less capable of doing so (due to lack of expenence, 

information, coordinated efforts, etc.). 

3.6 Conclusion 

The flying geese model is a useful mode1 to analyze non-institutional economic 

regionalization in East Asia It reflects Japan's own industrialization experience and 

highlights a process in which the advanced countries shift mature industries to less 

developed countries. The successes of South Korea, Taiwan, and other East Asian NIES 

were generally achieved through this path. The significance of this model Lies in its 

analysis of the linkages among the different countries in the hierarchy and the process of 

diffusion of development from one country to another. 



However, there is more at stake in the contemporary economic configuration than 

the flying geese model suggests. The changing economic context, especially the spatial 

expansion of production networks after the Plaza Agreement, made some anaiysts suggest 

that the production networks approach might be a better way to explain the current 

economic regionalization. What the two have in common is that both the flying geese 

model and the production network approach are focused on production side rather than on 

trade. While the flying geese model anaiyzes the regionalization of production based on 

connections among individual corntries, the production nenirork approach focuses on 

inter-hn relationships. And the multi-tier division of labor here refers to the economic 

structure formed by production networks among multiple countries. 

The multi-tier division of labor is a very important form of non-institutional 

economic regionalization in the Asia Pacific region. It involves no formal institutions or 

intergovenimentai agreements, but works aimost purely according to the market 

mechanism. Private industries and firms are the major players in the process. Strong 

production linkages are formed among f m  in different countries. Technology transfer, 

building of production chains, and coordination of international operations are ail done by 

private firms. At the center of this division are Iapan and the United States. But the 

Japanese are much more successful in the regionalization of production. 

The dispute about whether a flying geese pattem really exists in East Asia or the 

broader Asia Pacific region can be continued without a definite conclusion. However, 

few people would deny that a multi-tier division of labor is at work in the region. This 

hierarchical division is the most important f o m  of non-institutional regionalization in 

this region, regardless of whether its pattern of development looks exactly like fiying 



geese or not. Therefore we can avoid using the term of "flying geese model," but we 

should not ignore the importance of this kind of regionalization. 



CHAPTER 4 SUBREGIONAL ECONOMIC ZONES 

4.1 Introduction 

The concept of subregional economic zones (SREZs) was first created by East 

Asians. As early as the 1960s, Japanese businessrnan Takeo Tourna proposed Japads 

involvement in East Sea development issues, and thus should be credited with the 

conception of the SREZs in East ~ s i a " '  But Japan was not very strong economically at 

that time. More importantly, internationd relations in East Asia were then far from being 

favorable to economic regionalization- By the middle of the 1980s, Japan and the East 

Asian NIES greaùy enhanced their economic strength. China's open-door policy has also 

gained remarkable achievements. The strengthening of the Japanese yen after the Plaza 

Agreement made Japanese overseas investment much more profitable. As the demand for 

regionalization increased, SREZs, as an effective form of informa1 regionalization, 

attracted wide attention among East Asian scholars and they began to propose a number 

of subregional economic zones. 

The formation of a subregional economic zone, in many cases, is a natural result 

of growing economic ties within a subregion. The Greater South China (GSC) 

subregional zone, the f ~ s t  SREZ in East Asia, was actually developed spontaneously 

through the business activities of Hong Kong and Taiwanese f m  in South China. This 

led to proposds for other SREZs. For exarnple, South Korean scholars proposed a 

Yellow Sea subregional zone in the middle 1980s which links China, Japan, and South 

~orea."' The United Nations Development Project (UNDP) has organized a series of 

research projects and meetings about the feasibility of muItilaterd economic cooperation 

in the Tumen River Delta Area among China, North Korea and Russia, with Mongolian, 

111 Aldrich, 1997, p. 305. 



Japanese and South Korean participation."3 Other prominent initiatives were Growth 

Triangles in Southeast Asia, such as the Southern Growth Triangle (SUORI) connecting 

Singapore, Malaysia and Indonesia, and the Northem Growth Triangle linking Indonesia, 

Malaysia and  hai il and. "' 
Among ail the existing subregional economic zones, the fxst and the largest one is 

the Greater South China SREZ, which is one of the most important factors behind the 

high growth rate of Southern  hin na.'^' The unique development of regionalization 

without formal agreement within GSC highlights the non-institutional regionalization that 

has been fostered by the pnvate sector. Another good example is the Southern Growth 

Triangle which is the only substantive SREZ in the ASEAN region.'16 It represents the 

combination of private sector initiative and govemment sponsorship. This chapter wiU 

examine the concept of SREZs and their effects for economic regionalization. Then, two 

established SREZs, the GSC and SIJORZ will be introduced as successful examples. 

4.2 m a t  are SIPEZs? 

Subregional economic zones are called by various names such as growth 

triangles,IL7 regional growth zones,118 subregiond economic groupings, transnational 

export processing zones, natural economic temtories,'lg and extended metropohtan 

112 Zhao, 1998, p. 110. 

' 1 3  Kakazu, 1994, p. 245. For a systematic study of the Tumen River Area Projects, see Marton, Mcgee and 

Paterson, 1995. 
1 I4 Thambipillai, 1998, pp. 252-255. 

"' See Petri, 1993. 

'16 Naidu, 1994, p. 219. 
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regiodm These ongoing economic regionalization processes cut across political 

boundaries and systems, and occur without formal institutions or structures, although 

sometimes with the help of governrnent initiatives. Table 2 lis& subregional economic 

zones in East Asia They include those that already exist as weIl as those still in the 

conceptual stage. 

Table 2 Subregional Economic Zones in East Asia"' 

-- 

Northeast Asia 

Greater South China 
Economic Zone 

Yellow Sea 
Economic Zone 

Japan Sea 
Economic Zone 

Tumen River Area 
DeveIopment Program 

Southeast Asia 

SUORI Growth 
Triangle 

Northern Growth 
Triangle 

East ASEAN Growth 
Triangle 

Greater Mekong 
Growth Zone 

Fom 

Private sector 
activity 

private sector 
ac tivity 

concept phase 

concept phase 

private sector 
ac tivity 

government 
initiative 

government 
initiative 

ADB initiative 

"O McGee and MacLeod, 1992. 

No. of 
countries 

3 

3 

5 

6 

- 

Component countries/areas 

Guangdong and Fujian province 
(China), Hong Kong, Taiwan 

Nodlern China, Japan, South Korea 

East Russia, Northeast Chka, 
Mongolia, South Korea, North Korea 

East Russia, China, North Korea, 
Mongolia, South Korea and Japan 

Singapore, Johor (Malaysia), Riau 
(Indonesia) 

West hdonesia, Northern Malaysia, 
Southern Thaiiand 

Brunei, Indonesia, Malaysia and 
Philippines 

Yunnan (China), Vietnam, Cambodia 
Laos, Thailand and Myanmar 

lZ' Adapted nom Chia and Lee, 1992, Kakazu, 1994 and Weatherbee, 1997. 
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A subregional economic zone is a transnational economic sub-region that 

connects only parts of two or more economies (with the exception of city states), often 

nom different tiers of the multi-tier regional economy. For example, the Greater South 

China economic zone comprises Taiwan and Hong Kong, but only two provinces of 

China: Guangdong and Fujian. The Noah Growth Triangle involves the western part of 

Indonesia, the northem part of Malaysia, and the southern part of Thailand. The South 

Growth Triangle includes Singapore, the Riau Isiands of Indonesia, and Johor state of 

~ a l a ~ s i a - ' "  The Tumen River Area Development Program involves parts of Jilin 

province in China, the Russian Far East, North Korea, Mongolia, South Korea and 

~apan- '= 

The purpose of SREZs is to link geographically proximate areas fiom different 

tiers to create a larger regional market to exploit economic cornplementarities. 

Experience shows that each SREZ has a group of investing countries and a group of 

receiving countries. The investing countries provide capital, technology, and 

management skiils and so far have included Hong Kong, South Korea, Singapore, and 

Taiwan. The receiving group of a SREZ has skilled and non-skilled labor, land, and other 

natural reso~rces.'~~ For instance, the Southern Growth Triangle is a combination of the 

cheap labor, land, and rich resources of Indonesia and Malaysia, with the abundant capital 

and technology of Singapore. 

A subregional economic zone is not an economic organization or comprehensive 

le@ agreement, although some SREZs are established through deliberate initiatives of 

related governments. Mainly the private sector and market forces have driven their 

formation and development. For instance, the Singapore-Johor-Riau (SIJORI) growth 

'" Thambipillai, 1998, pp. 252-256. 

Aldrich, 1997, p. 3 0 .  



tnangle had the endorsement of all three governments. However, the endorsement came 

about only after the member countries recognized the viability and usehilness of 

S U O R I . ~ ~  There is no formal trilateral agreement involved. Compared with SUJORI, the 

economic regionalization of GSC has been more market-dnven* Both the formation of 

the GSC and its development have been driven by business activities of f m s  fkom Hong 

Kong and ~aiwan.'" 

4.3 Conditions for SREZs 

Subregional economic zones are a naturd result of regional economic 

development in East Asia. According to the law of economics, it is inevitable that capital 

will move to places where labor and raw materials are cheap and abundant, just as water 

will dways flow downhiu. From a regional perspective, the economic configuration of 

multi-tier division of labor is the very condition of SREZs. Geographically contiguous 

areas of different tiers create good conditions for the countries in higher tiers, with 

abundant capital and advanced techniques, but expensive labor and high production costs, 

to establish ties with economies that have cheap labor and production materials?' 

Foreign direct investment is both a condition for and a desired result of the 

development of SREZ~.'" Intra-Asian investment to relocate labor-intensive 

manufacturing to low wage countries grew sharply d e r  the currency realignments 

"' Turner, 1995, p. 639. 

Naidu, 1994, p. 22 1. 

lx Chia and Lee. 1992, p. 27, Tang and Thant, 1994, p. 13. 

ln  In a recent article. Zhao supports the argument that a multi-tier division of labor in East Asia makes their 

economies mutually supplementary and produces economic interdepence which leads to the emergence of 

"growth clusters7'-SREZs. See Zhao, 1998, pp. 107-1 11 for M e r  discussion. 

'" Weatherbee especially singled out FDI as an important economic variable at work in making a SREZ 

"efficient, a m t i v e  to capital, productive, and cornpetitive." Weatherbee, 1997, p. 55. 
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following the Plaza Agreement, The rapid growth in investment fiom Japan and later 

Northeast Asian NlEs has been accompanied by rapid increases in wages in the host 

countries. Therefore, SREZs are a sensibIe solution for countries that still rely on 

massive innow of FDI, but also face rising labor costs- By removing barriers to flows of 

inputs and capital, those geographically contiguous countries can maintain their export 

competitiveness. 

Most studies conclude that economic complementarity, geographical praximity, 

political commitment, and infrastructure development are key factors in determinhg the 

success of SREZS.'~ Indeed, these factors are considered preconditions to winning 

commitment from the private sector. Among those requirements, the existence of 

economic complementarity is a prime matter. Differentials in factor endowment make 

economic regionalization between countries or parts of countries mutuaily beneficial. 

4.3.1 Economic Complementanty 

Economic complementarity arises from different levels of economic development 

and different resource endowments. On the one hand, there are developed areas that have 

strong manufacturing sectors, well-developed financial markets, advanced transportation 

capabilities, advanced information technology, and skilled labor forces. Their economic 

growth has brought the problems of an unskilIed labor shortage and land scarcity. On the 

other hand, across the border, there exists a complementary econorny, which lacks capital 

and managerial skills, and has an abundant supply of labor and land. 

Both the GSC and SLJORI subregional economic zones have economic 

complementarity by containing both well developed and less developed low-incorne 

12' Chia and Lee, 1992; Tang and Thant, 1994; Chen and Ho, 1994 ; Naidu 1994; EAAU, 1995; 

Weatherbee, 1997. The following analysis is based on these studies. 
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areas. They are basicaily combined production bases of newly industrialized economies 

(Taiwan, Hong Kong, South Korea, and Singapore) and developing countries (China, 

Indonesia, and Malaysia). The rich industrial and fuiancial technologies in Hong Kong 

and Taiwan are capable of serving a wider economic and geographic base, such as the 

coastal provinces of China. Meanwhile the STJORI growth triangle is a combination of 

the cheap labor, cheap land, and rich resources of Indonesia and Malaysia with the 

abundant capital and technology of ~inga~ore. '" 

Geographical proximity is an important consideration when transportation and 

communication costs need to be minimized."' AIthough modern technology offers 

effective methods of communication, for instance, internet, electronic mail, and multi- 

media, it stiU is not as good as face-to-face interaction. In the case of the GSC and 

SUORI, geographical proximity has made it possible for the managers and professionais 

in Hong Kong and Singapore to return home for dinner everyday (if they wish) after 

working in Guangdong and Johor. 

In addition, geographically proximate areas often share similarities in language 

and cultural background. Family and kinship ties often muiimize communication costs 

and create better understanding and business trust.'" A good example is the GSC: there is 

a strong interpersonal and culnird bonding between Cantonese-speaking people of Hong 

Kong and Guangdong and the Fujianese-speaking people of Taiwan and Fujian. 

Linguistic dfinity and cultural bonding are less evident in SUORI. However, the 

130 See Tang and Thant, 1994, pp. 9-1 1 for further discussion. 
131 Chia and Lee, 1992, p. 12. 

13' ibid. 



overseas Chinese network is strong in promoting business between Singapore and 

Indonesia. '33 

The SREZs are investment d r i ~ e n , ' ~  so the removal of restrictions on investment 

capital and labor is a precondition for the success of SREZs. At the national level, the 

governments need to initiate and implement appropriate policies in tem of tanffs, foreign 

investment, finance, foreign exchange, employment, and real estate. Those policies and 

re,dations must be supported and implemented by both central and local governments.'3s 

For example, the Indonesian governent designated Batarn as  a duty-fiee area in 1978. 

Its relaxation of regdations and restrictions on FDI in Batam made the SIJORI. 

possible.'36 Formal policy coordination is comparatively weak in the GSC. But China's 

economic reforms and "open dooi' policy did lay the foundation for the influx of capital 

from Hong Kong and ~ a i w a n . ' ~  

4.3.4 Infiastructure Development 

Infiastructure is the most important factor to create an economic environment for 

the development of SREZs. In SUORI, Singapore's well-developed sea and air transport 

and telecommunication facilities have opened up access to the world market. In GSC, the 

13' Naidu, 1994, p. 225. 

Chia and Lee, 1992, p. 12. 
135 Tang and Thant, 1994, p. 13. 
136 Tharnbipillai, 1998, p. 253. 

13' WU, 1997, p. 77 1. 



preparation for the Special Economic Zones (SEZS)'" involved large scale land 

development and capital consmiction. Later, an inErastructure development program 

focused on expressway, railway, and air links to the rest of the countq and the world. 

Massive investment was also directed to the development of electrical power and 

telecommunications projects.'3g Also, inadequate infrastructure development continues to 

pose senous irnpediments to the Tumen River Area Development ~rogram. '~  

4.4 Effects and Implications 

S W s  are based more on production than on mutual trade."' This is consistent 

with the function of the mdti-tier division of labor. The production side is where the 

break-throughs are made to facilitate regionalkation. The free movement of capital 

within SREZs is more important than the unobstmcted movement of merchandise. 

Although Asian govemments tend to establish high trade b d e r s  to imports, they often 

encourage irnpoas that are production-related, especially those leading to future 

expansion of exports. The export-onented nature of production within SREZs will 

provide access to new and more demanding overseas markets,14' and lead to the upgrading 

of the labor forces and technology transfer in the long run. 

Eventually the SRUs  have trade-creating effects."' The participating 

govemments usudy grant ta.riff and administrative privileges to foreign firrns that do 

13' In 1978, China initiated its economic reform and open-door poticy. As an experiment of the policy, 

Guangdong and Fujian provinces were authorized in 1979 to irnplement special autonomous policies, 

narnely Special Economic Zones (SEZs) to attract foreign investment. 

13' See Tang and Thant, 1994, pp. 13-14, for a discussion.. 

'" Aldrich, 1997, pp. 3 18-3 19. 
14 1 Chia and Lee, 1992, p. 4. 

'42 Weatherbee, 1997, p. 54. 

'" M E C  Economic Committee, I997a, p. 32. 



business in the zones. This greatly increases trade within the zone and among the 

participating economies. Moreover, the formation of SREZs greatly increases the export 

capacity of participating economies since it both increases the production (by adopting 

more advanced technologies and equiprnent kom the NIES) and reduces production costs 

(by using cheaper labor and resources). 

SREZs build investor confidence and encourage entrepreneurid activity. The 

private sector plays a major role in both their formation and their development.'" The 

facilitating role of govemment is to secure the openness of an economy by rernoving 

barriers to the 80w of capital, labor, and goods both from the outside and between 

members of the zones. Additionally, govemments may be called upon to provide 

infrastructure and forge bilateral and multilaterd agreements, which further facilitate 

economic regionalization while maintainhg export competitiveness. 

In theory, SREZs combine the international mobility of capital with existïng labor 

resources to enhance the individual countries' competitiveness in export capacity. In 

reality, SREZs also pose considerable challenges for participating count~ies.'~~ While 

SREZs generate employment, they also create income differentials between SREZs and 

the rest of the country. Costs are ïncurred to prevent social unrest and huge labor 

migration to the SEEZs. This has caused inefficient labor use as well as distorted the 

labor market." The dominant foreign ownership and imported technology, combined 

with the absence of local R & D, limits technology transfer and creates dependency of 

FDI receiving countries.'" Furthemore, the deregulation of customs, labor, and 

" Turner, 1995. p. 640. 
145 See Tang and Thant, 1994, pp- 19-2 1, Chia and Lee, pp. 4 1-43 for M e r  discussion. 
146 Pang, 1993, p. 19-20. 
147 See Chen and Ho, p. 65 for example within GSC. This occurs to SIJORI too. 
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indusaial policies is a contentious issue of economic sovereignty for participahg 

countries .la 

Notwithstanding, SREZs are a practical way for East Asian regionalization. 

Unlike the institutional form of regionalization, SREZs can be established at relatively 

low cost within a shoa period of time. Countries in East Asia see SREZs as a means to 

increase their competitiveness without great sacrifices in economic sovereignty. Also, 

SREZs can localize the impacts of liberalization. Successful regionalization can be 

extended while negative consequences can be restricted to the SRES area.la9 This is 

particularly attractive for countries that are in a transition to a new economic system such 

as China. Finally, SREZs are more export-oriented than trade-oriented blocs, and less 

Likely to provoke retaliatory action ftom other countries. Countries may also be attracted 

to SREZs by the possibility of utilizing them as a means of protecting themselves fÏom 

trade blocs and increasing protectionism in other parts of the wor1d.l" 

4.5 The Greater South China SREZ (GSC) 

The Greater South China subregïonai economic zone currently consists of Hong 

Kong, Taiwan, the four SEZs in South coastal China, and surrounding areas. The four 

SEZs comprise Shenzhen, Zhuhai and Shantou in Guangdong province and Xiamen in 

Fujian province.lS1 The emergence of the zone has been driven predominantly by the 

private sector seeking to exploit the existing factor price differentials. Complementarities 

in the comparative advantages of Guangdong and Fujian provinces of China, Hong Kong 

''13 Chia and Lee, p. 42. 

14' Turner, 1995, p. 639. 

For further discussion, see Tang and Thant, 1994, p. 23. 

15' Chen and Ho, 1994, p. 29. 
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and Taiwan have also k e n  a major driving force.lR Moreover, government policies, 

geographical proximity, and cultural affinties have facilitated regionalization as well. 

Cornpared with other SREZs formed mostly through deliberate initiatives of the 

authorities, economic regionalization of GSC has been drïven by the pnvate sector and 

market forces.ln There were no official negotiations between the member economies. It 

developed spontaneously through the business activities of Hong Kong and Taiwanese 

firms in South As firms in Hong Kong and Taiwan shifted their production in 

accordance with comparative advantage, they also brought foreign direct invesünent and 

technoiogy to China. 

The division of labor in the GSC lay the economic foundation for regionalization. 

The economic complementarity derives fiom member economies at different tiers of the 

division of labor. Guangdong and Fujian are abundant in natural resources and labor. 

Taiwan and Hong Kong have strong industrial sectors, well-established fmancial markets, 

rich technological capability, a large pool of technical and managerial personnel, and 

plentifid capital. As a result, many manufacninng f m s  and labor-intensive industries in 

Taiwan and Hong Kong have relocated their activities to the SEZs in South Chha  and its 

surrounduig areas."' Also, the choice of Guangdong and Fujian as sites for business 

relocation was due in part to considerations of geographical proxirnity, linguistic a f f i t y ,  

and cultural similarity.'" 

lsZ Funabashi, Oksenberg and Weiss, 1994. p. 2 1. 

lS3 APEC Economic Committee, 1997a. p. 20. 

'" Zhao. 1998, p. 1 L4. 

15' APEC Economic Committee, 1997a. p. 20. 

'" See W u ,  1997. pp. 776-783 for M e r  discussion. 
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However, public policies have also been important in determining the extent to 

which economic regionalization has advanced.In After the economic reform and the 

open-door policies were initiated in China in 1978, four SEZs in Guangdong and Fujian 

provinces were established in 1980 to attract foreign invesûnent. A number of 

preferential policies related to tax reduction, land use, fmance, etc., were applied in these 

SEZS."' Hong Kong has always been a fkee port and has maintained close economic ties 

wiîh both Taiwan and China. The govemment has been implementing a very Liberal 

economic policy, with vimially no restrictions on firms relocating the3 manufacturing 

processes to China. In Taiwan, govemment controls on trade and investment have been 

gradually liberalized since 1987. This policy change is a key factor in the emergence of 

the GSC as well. 

4.5.1 Regionalization within the GSC 

The GSC has greaùy enhanced the regionalization among the three economies 

involved. An indication is the impact of GSC dynarnisrn on international trade. The 

GSC's share of wodd trade grew from about 3.0 percent in 1980 to about 8.4 percent in 

1996. At the same time, intra-GSC trade grew fiom about 10 percent of those economies' 

total trade in 1978 to more than 30 percent in 1995. Between 1978 and 1996, China's 

merchandise trade grew at an average annual rate of 15.8 percent, Taiwan's at 13.1 

percent, and Hong Kong's at 19.6 percent. World merchandise trade grew, on average, 

by about 7 percent per year. Thus all three economies increased their shares of global 

ln Chia and Lee. 1992, p. 27. 

15' Chen and Ho, 1994, p. 42. 



trade. China and Taiwan increased theirs by almost 100 percent, and Hong Kong by 

ahos t  200 percent.Lsg 

As the middleman for expanding trading channels, Hong Kong's role in inter- 

mediation has become more prominent. Hong Kong's re-exports of Chinese products to 

worId market expauded at a 26 percent annual rate between 1980 and 1 9 9 ~ . ' ~  Most of 

the trade involved outward processing production, which constituted nearly 70 percent of 

Hong Kong's total imports fiom China, more than 76 percent of domestic exports, 48 

percent of re-exports, and 55 percent of total exports to Meanwhile, Taiwan's 

total indirect trade with China (direct trade is still not allowed) increased fiom less than 

US$50 million in 1978 to US$11.5 billion in 1995, with a substantial surplus in favor of 

Taiwan. hpor ts  from China, which are restricted primarily to raw matenals, accounted 

for only 1.5 percent of Taiwan's total imports in 1995.1Q: 

Hong Kong and Taiwan provided two-thirds of the cumulative realized externd 

direct investment in China at the end of 1996. The cumulative value of reabed direct 

investment by Hong Kong amounted to $100 billion, accounting for 56 percent of total 

extemal direct investment. Hong Kong's investment in Guangdong has an estimated five 

million employees working for Hong Kong f m s  at present. China's statistics show that 

at the end of 1996, Taiwan becarne the second largest investor in China just after Hong 

Kong, accounting for about 8 percent of total realized extemal direct investment. 

Taiwan's cumulative direct investment in Guangdong alone was estimated at 

approximately $1 -5 billion.'" 

159 APEC Economic Committee, 1997% p. 2 1-22. 
160 Wu, 1997, p. 783, 

"' Chen and Ho, 1994, p.57. 
162 APEC Econcmic Committee, 1997a, p. 2 1. 

%id. 



In r e m ,  China dominates Hong Kong's entrepot trade, accounthg for 59 percent 

of source and 29 percent of destination in 1991. An increasing share of Hong Kong's 

domestic exports are also China-bound, nsing fiom 0.2 percent in 1978 to 23.5 percent in 

199 1. Hong Kong and China are each other's most important trading parmer.'@ Also, 

China's investment in Hong Kong has become significant (it is not permitted yet in 

Taiwan). China is now the second largest extemal investor in Hong Kong just after the 

United Kingdom. Hong Kong's latest s w e y  shows that at the end of 1995, China's 

cumulative realized direct investment in Hong Kong amounted to $14 billion while the 

corresponding figures for Iapan and the United States were $1 I billion and $9 billion, 

respectively . 16' 

4.5.2 Prospects for the GSC 

The challenge facing further development of the GSC lies in the wide differences 

in the political, legal and economic systems among its members and uneven economic 

regionalization in the SREZ.'~~ Within the GSC, the rnovement of goods is relatively 

open, whereas controls on capital and foreign exchange are stricter and controls on 

migration are strictest of all.'" Also, the SE2 policy has resulted in unbalanced 

invesmients in the different parts of China and intemal distortions may have arisen.'" 

Moreover, outward processing production caused a massive trade surplus with the US.  

164 Chia and Lee, 1992, p. 33. 

'" APEC Economic Committee, 1997% p. 2 1. 
1 66 See Chen and Ho, 1994, p. 63. 
167 APEC Economic Committee, 1997a. p. 3 1. 

'" Chia and Lee, 1992, p. 42. 



and over-dependence of the GSC on the most favored nation (MFN) trade status granted 

by the US.  to China. lw 

Despite these problems, the prospects for the GSC on the whole are encoura,@g. 

The dynamic performance of the GSC partially is the result of the re-establishment of 

trade iinks (dbeit st i l l  indirect between China and Taiwan) among China, Hong Kong 

and Taiwan. With the resumption of direct shipping between FuzhouBLiamen in China 

and Kaohsiung in Taiwan, trade between China and Taiwan has grown more rapidly. 

Ako, Hong Kong's sustainable prosperity is a key factor to continued success in the GSC 

area. Most 1997 indicators about Hong Kong are favorable at this point.'70 

Furthemore, the prospects for the GSC depend on the economic development of 

the member economies. The extensive integration of its economy with the global 

economic system has made it virtually impossible for China to discontinue its open door 

policy and economic reforms. The tremendous economic benefits for Taiwan from 

participating in the activities of the GSC will keep Taiwan in economic interaction with 

Hong Kong and Chuia. As Iand @ces and wages rise in Guangdong and Fujian, the GSC 

will most likely enlarge and expand northward into the mainland. The relocation of some 

industries fiom Guangdong to neighboring provinces is an e~ample."~ As the member 

economies move towards more liberalized economic policies, the GSC will 

geographically expand and widen the scope of economic regionalization. 

4.6 The Singapore-Johor-Riau Growth Triangle (SIJORI) 

Another set of subregional economic zones is cailed growth triangles in Southeast 

Asia In 1989, Singapore's then Deputy Prime Mïnister Goh Chok Tong, now prime 

-- - 

169 Chen and Ho, 1994, p. 64. 

''O APEC Economic Committee L 997% p. 3 1. 

17' Chia and Lee. 1992. p. 45. 



minister, coïned the phrase "growth triangle" to descnbe the transnational economic 

interactions linkuig Singapore through invesûnent, inçastmcture development and 

resource exploitation to the export-oriented economic development program in the 

geographically contiguous regions of Malaysia's Johor state and Indonesia's Riau island. 

The South Growth Triangle, or SUORI, is a new form of sub-regional economic 

regionalization within ASEAN to exploit economic complementxities of different factor 

endowments and levels of economic development. As the oldest and most successful 

SREZ in Southeast Asia, SUORI thus has received considerable academic and policy 

attention as the mode1 for SREZs elsewhere in the region.'" 

SUORI developed effectively through links between Singapore and Johor on the 

one hand, and betwem Singapore and Riau on the other. Singapore and Johor have a 

long history of economic interaction diiven mainly by market forces. By contrast, the 

Singapore-Riau link was created by government-led initiatives.ln In August 1990, a 

bilateral agreement between Singapore and Indonesia was signed jointly to develop Riau, 

which broadened the triangle tu include the Riau islands.'" In June 1991, a further 

agreement was signed to develop jointly and share Riau's water reso~rces. '~~ With the 

flow of joint venture investment capital fkom Singapore pnvate enterprises, and 

increasing investment fiom Japan, Taiwan and South Korea, the Riau industnalizing base 

of the SIJORI is ever expanding. 

The economic Luik between Johor and Riau is the least deve~oped. '~~ The primary 

transaction dong this side of the triangle is Indonesian labor, legai and illegal, to fil1 the 

I R  See Chia and Lee. 1992, Naidu, 1994, Kumar, 1994 and Weatherbee, 1997. 

See Thambipillai. 1998, p. 253 for details. 
1 74 Naidu, 1994, p. 228. 

'" Ibid.. p. 229. 

i76 Chia and Lee. 1992, p. 15. 



labor intensive manufacturing jobs in Johor created by Singapore capital. Johor has 

already complained that Singapore investment has been too labor oriented rather than 

transfemng capital and technology-ln Also, the emerging shortage of labor in Johor led 

fimis to consider the possibility of investing in Indonesia. EventuaUy, it was not u n d  

1993 that the Malaysia Federai Govemment officialiy approved Johor's participation in 

the growth triangle. This approval made possible the signing in December 1994 of an 

official trilateral agreement on the development of the SUORI growth triangle.'" 

The objective of the agreement, as stated in Article one of the Memorandum of 

Understanding (MOU), is to promote development, expansion and integration in the areas 

of trade and transport, tourism, shipping and communications, agriculture, forestry, 

development of industrial infrastructure, and supporting ind~sa ies . '~  Singapore is the 

principal force behind this triangle, with excellent infrastructure, well-developed fuiancial 

markets, comprehensive sea and air transport, and advanced telecommunication facilities. 

However, rapid indusaialization caused shortages of labor, land and water as weil as 

rising production costs. Johor and Riau possess cheap land and labor. Under the growth 

triangle arrangements, the products in Johor and Riau could be designed, marketed, and 

distributed by service industries in Singapore, where they would benefit from the 

excellent infrastructure. 

The regionalization of the SUORI is non-institutional. Natural economic 

complementarities have induced the flow of Singapore's investment to Johor or the Riau 

island. This economic transaction would have occurred even without the political 

framework of an MOU. Moreover, the real lead in expoa onented production in the 

SUON is not given by the States but by enaepreneurial capital. In other words, market 

ln Weatherbee. 1997, p. 52. 

"' MEC Economic Comrnittee, 1997% p. 22. 



forces are the driving force, not political or bureaucratie planning. Therefore, 

govemments are facilitators, not originat~rs."~ 

Nevertheless, the facilitating role of govemment is critical. The SLTORT seek to 

exploit economic complementarities by reducing regdatory barriers in order to a m c t  

domestic and foreign investment and to promote exports. The govemments of the 

difTerent national economies are expected to provide the necessary legal h e w o r k ,  

investment incentives, export promotion and infrastructure development to meet the 

growing requirements of the private sector."' In addition, they began to harmonize and 

simpliQ investment rules, taxes, land Iaws, labor market policies, and immigration and 

customs procedures to improve their competitiveness and to ateact and facilitate foreign 

inves tmen t - '= 

4.7 Conclusion 

Both the GSC and SLTORI represent market and private sector-led integrated 

SREZs in which the three economies play different roles and exploit complementarities 

among themselves. They are non-institutional and M e r  from regional groupings such as 

NAFTA and EU. First, the formation is not formal, as no official negotiations took place 

between the mernber econo~nies.'~~ Government poLicy coordination is a response to 

existing economic interactions. Secondly, regionalization within the two SREZs is 

largely production-based. Trade within SREZs cornpises more of intra-industrial and 

commodity trade rather than trade in final goods. 

179 Ibid., p. 22-23. 

'" Weatherbee, 1997, p. 53. 

18' For policies changes instituted by Indonesia and Malaysia to amact investment, see Naidu, 1994, pp. 

225-227. 

"' APEC Economic Cornmittee, 1997% p. 23. 



Four conditions underlying the success of GSC and SUORI are: economic 

complementarity, geographical proximity, policy coordination and in£rastructure 

development. They hefp reduce transaction costs and generate foreign investment and 

industrial production, thus conûibuting considerably to economic regionalization in East 

~ s i a ?  However, these four conditions are largely absent in other proposed SREZs in the 

region. That is why other SREZs either have very Limited success in generating pnvate 

sector activities or simply have remained at the proposal stage. 

The SREZs serve weU in overcoming high trade barrien in East Asia, particularly 

non-tarif£ and non-economic barriers. They can overcome political ciifferences among 

governrnents to facilitate economic regionalization. In the GSC, for example, the 

infonnal nature of the grouping helps economic regionalization between China and 

Taiwan despite the political confrontation of the two goveniments. The proposed Tumen 

River Area Development Programe may help to create communication ties between 

South Korea and North ~ o r e a , ' ~ ~  

SREZs tend to prornote trade among the members and to strengthen their extemal 

orientation. According to an assessrnent by PECC in 1996, a l l  members of the GSC and 

SIJûFU have substantially reduced tarïffs in recent years. Indeed, China, Hong Kong, 

Indonesia and Singapore are considered "champions" in either their low tariffs or 

extensive tariffreductions. Hong Kong and Singapore, which already had zero tariffs in 

1996, made a cornmitment to maintain their tariffs at zero. Between 1988 and 1996, 

China reduced its average applied tariff kom 39.5 percent to 23 percent; Indonesia fiom 

lg3 ibid., p. 20. 
1% Tang and Thant, 1994, pp. 23-24. 

Ig5 Aldrich, 1997, p. 302. 



18. lpercent to 13.4 percent; Malaysia from 13.6 percent to 9 percent; and Taiwan from 

12.6 percent to 8.6 percent.'86 

If Japan is in a leading place in the multi-tier division of Iabor, China is weii 

positioned in the SREZs. China has a favorable geographical location. In its northeast, it 

neighbors Russia, Korea, Mongolia and Japan. If the proposai of Tumen River Area 

Development Program materializes, China will be in a most prominent position. Its 

eastern part is very close to Japan and Korea, and wiIl benefit from the proposed Yellow 

Sea economic zone. Southern China has already gained a great deal fiom the SREZ 

fomed with Hong Kong and Taiwan. Southwest China will d so  be in a good position in 

the Indochina subregional zone. As for northwest China, it is considered part of the 

"Eurasian continental bridge." There is a whole set of existing and proposed SREZs 

surrounding China. This will enable China to take an important position in the future 

non-institutional economic regionalization. 

Subregional economic zones as a form of informal economic regionalization are 

gaining importance. As China fûrther opens and Russia stabilizes, subregiond groupings 

may become even more important in the future. Also, it should be noted that SREZs are 

investrnent-Ied and not trade-led, and thus do not deuact fkom formal economic 

regionalization, such as APEC and AFTA. On the contrary, by improving factor 

utilization and expmding their markets for other members, SREZs can improve their 

members' ability to participate in formal liberalization processes. Therefore, more 

subregional economic zones should eventuaIly facilitate economic regionalization. 

Gilpin predicted that as U.S. hegemony declines, the world will break into several 

regional blocs.'" Since trade blocs seems to be very dificult to form in East ~ s i a , ' ~  

APEC Economic Cornmittee, 1997a, p. 26. 
1 87 See GiIpin, R. 1987, pp. 397-401. 



people suspect that either Gilpin's prediction is wrong or that the U.S. is not redy in 

decline. As we can find here, regionaIization is also nsing in East Asia. The difference is 

that regionalization in East Asia has taken a different form fiom that in Europe and North 

Amenca The nse of subregional economic zones is one example. Given the high 

heterogeneity of the broad region, subregional economic zones are a good way to satisfy 

the East Asian countries' demand for intemationalization without sacrificing much of 

their protection to their national market, especialiy for the countries in the lower tiers of 

the division. 

AETA is the only one has been formed so far but has imited functions. For more detailed information. 

refer to Chapter 2. 
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CHAPTER 5 ASIAN BUSINESS NETWORXCS 

5.1 Introduction 

A third important form of non-institutional economic regionalization is Asian 

business networks through which Asians organize their own economic activities. Despite 

a widespread interest in Asian economies, few people have actually studied how Asians 

create and expand their businesses @y using networks). As we can observe, companies 

in Europe and North America are more or Iess autonomous from and cornpetitive with 

each other. Meanwhile, firms in East Asia are inter-linked to one another and create 

cooperative networks of independent firms. The difference here is that interpersonal 

M a g e s  lay the groundwork for inter-fm iinkages in East Asia This chapter will focus 

on relationships among people and finns dong cultural and ethnic lines in East Asia. 

Such studies should be cornplementary to the other two forms of regionalization and 

would contribute to a better understanding of East Asian non-institutional economic 

regionalization. 

5.2 Asian Business Networks 

Business networks here refer to international business systems formed dong 

family, kinship, ethnic and/or cultural lines. As Hamilton pointed out, "The key players in 

East and Southeast Asian economies follow widely accepted and well established 

procedures for organizing social groups. The groups that they organize are purposefully 

engaged in economic activity. By constmcting groups according to established 

procedures, these business people create specific kinds of social networks, composed of 

such people as f d y  members, fnends, and trusted colleagues. When viewed in light of 

their economic characteristics, these social networks consist of clusters of interconnected 



finns,, , . We c d  these inter-fm clusters 'business net~orks ' ." '~~ Here the "well 

established procedures" refer to social n o m ,  customs and widely accepted behaviors. 

The formation of Asian networks is based on strong East Asian cultural traditions- 

Confucianism, which has strong influence in al i  major Northeast Asian societies and 

overseas Chinese, has dways placed great emphasis on human relationships and personal 

ties. The inescapability of human relationships in Asian society as defmed by 

Confucianism has made business networks in East Asia both highly self-interested and 

personaily restrictive. Therefore, the ability to manipulate and maneuver within networks 

depends on many things, including one's reputation and moral behavior. 

East Asian business networks are very flexible. They include not only enterprises 

and individuais within the same family, ethnic group or culture, but aiso the stable 

connections those enterprises and individuals established with outsiders. As Kao 

descnbes in his 1996 article, this type of linkage is accomplished by fmding the 

appropriate person who has ties to a network in which the other person is located and 

obligated. This "appropriate person" serves not only as bridge between networks, but 

also as a guarantor of ~s twor th iness  and upnghtness of the person who is trying to make 

the linkage. M e r  the two parties are linked, their subsequent relationship wili depend 

upon their own evaluations; the relationship may become an intirnate one and be 

reinterpreted as belon- to a category of close relat ion~hi~s. '~~ 

Game theory is very helpful in explaining the operation of East Asian networks. 

According to game theory, people often fail to cooperate because, in many cases, if one 

side wants to cooperate, he is likely to be betrayed by the other side. Because of the 

lunited chances of the game being repeated, if one side cooperates, the other side c m  

often benefit fiom betraying with a low chance of being punished. This is the so-called 

189 HarniIton, 1996a, pp. 285-286. 



"Prisoner's ~ i l e rnma-" '~~  But in a personal network, the establishment of a connection 

can increase the chances of repeating the game, and thus increasuig the incentives for 

cooperation. Even when the chance of a game being repeated is really low, finding a 

common tie can often help to build mutual trust, so that both sides know the chance of 

being betrayed is relatively low. The penalty here is usually "bad reputation," which puts 

the betrayer in poor connection in the network. 

There are three major business networks in East Asia: Chinese, Korean and 

Japanese, all dominated by family ownership and control. We can examine an economic 

Iandscape that consists largely of family owned h s  by understanding how families 

extend into kinship and comrnunity networks and how they define and control their 

assets. In the private sector, Chinese f m  of all sizes in Taiwan, Hong Kong, and 

Southeast Asia are overwheLmingly family owned and controlled. The same is true in 

South Korea. In lapan, family ownership is the d e  in small and medium-sized films 

only. As described by Okumura and Orru, in the networks of large f m s ,  shared 

corporate ownership and managerial control is much more common than family 

ownership. However, even in the corporate context, family metaphors are stilI used to 

d e f i e  relationships among firms.'92 

Asian business networks are an effective way to overcome political, trade and 

cultural barriers to international economic exchange. Often family, ethnic and cultural 

ties are so strong that tbey help to reduce baniers for economic transactions in this region. 

The role of Chinese networks in overcoming political barriers between China and Taiwan 

is already well known. Korean networks are the rnost important channel to connect North 

Korea with Japan, the United States and other Western countnes despite the high political 

Kao, 1996, pp. 62-63. 
191 Oye, 1986, pp. 7-9. 

Ig2 See Okumura, 1996 and Om, 1996 for a detailed discussion. 
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and military tensions between North Korea and those countries. Among the three major 

Asian business networks, overseas Chinese networks play the most important role in 

regional iovesûnent and trade.In Thus, in this chapter, the overseas Chinese networks 

5.3 Overseas Chinese Business ~ e t w o r  kdg4 

5.3.1 Distribution of Overseas Chinese 

The East .4sia Analytical Unit of Australia has produced a detailed study of 

overseas Chinese business networks in Asia. According to its estimates, the total 

population of overseas Chinese is around 55 miIlion. Nearly half of them are in Taiwan 

(20.9 million) and Hong Kong (5.9 million). ASEAN countries (except Brunei) have 

another 20.9 million overseas Chinese. The rest of them are in the United States (1.8 

million), Latin America (1 million), Europe (0.6 million), Canada (0.6 million), and some 

other countries as the table below shows. 

Table 3 Distribution of Overseas Chinese'= 

1 1 Number (Millions) 1 Per Cent of Ethnic 

1 Arnerica 1 3 -4 1 6.3 
Asia 

lg3 Rowthom, 1996, p. 6. 

50.3 

Europe 
Africa 
Oceania (including Australia) 
Total 

'" "Overseas Chinese" originally is a translation of the Chinese terni Hua Qiao ("sojoumerl'), describing 

those who ternporarily reside outside China and intend to return to China In this paper, the tenn "overseas 

Chinese" is used wideIy to embrace al1 Chinese living outside the administration of the People's Republic 

of China, the vast majority of whom were not even boni in China and are citizens of the countries in which 

they reside. 

Chinese Population 
91.3 

0.6 
O. 1 
0.6 

55 .O 

1.1 
0.2 
1.1 
100 



Overseas Chinese comprise 10 percent of the population of East Asia and 86 

percent of the billion aire^.'^^ The overseas Chinese business entrepreneurs are a dnving 

force in East Asia's economic growth. The 50 million overseas Chinese in East Asia 

(except China) generated an estimated GDP equivalent of about $500 billion in 1992. 

More impressively, the overseas Chinese in Asia alone controlled a total of US$220 

billion of foreign exchange in 1992, much more than the combined total of Japan and the 

United States ($162.6 billion).ln The floating assets of the overseas Chinese were 

estimated at $2000 billion. The overseas Si-&lese in East Asia control much of the 

region's non-land capital and its retail trade, and are major stakeholders in most of the 

region' s economies. lg8 

Overseas Chinese are also very powerfid in Southeast Asia, Their population is 

relatively small in proportion to the total popuiation of the countries in which they reside, 

with the sole exception of Singapore, where they comprise 77 percent of the total 

population.'" In Thailand, the Sino-Thai community has played an important role in 

developing Thailand's private sector even though their population is only 1 L percent of 

the total. It is estimated that they control about 81 percent of iisted companies. The 

overseas Chinese consist of 29 percent of the Malaysian population, but they control 61 

percent of Malaysia's private economy. Indonesian Chinese, who are only 3.5 percent of 

the Indonesian population, control 68 percent of the top 300 conglomerates and nine of 

the top ten private sector groups. And the overseas Chinese in the Philippines account for 

lg5 Adapted from EAAU, 1995b, p. 13. 
1 % FEER, 'Work Hard, Make Money," August 31, 1995, p. 61. 

'" The Economist, 'The Oveneas Chinese: A Driving Force", July 18, 1992, p. 19. 

lg8 EAAU, 19931, p. 1.  
1 99 FEER, 'Work Hard, Make Money," August 31, 1995, p. 61. 
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merely 2 percent of the total population in that country, but they control between 50 and 

60 percent of share capital by market ~ a ~ i t a l i z a t i o n . ~  

There are also sizable groups of overseas Chinese in North Amenca, Europe and 

Latin America. The overseas Chinese in North America do not play a major role in the 

U.S. and Canadian economies, but they also have their advantages. They are the best- 

educated overseas Chinese in the world. It is estimated thzt more than 100,000 overseas 

Chinese in the U.S. and Canada hold an advanced degree. They have expertise in many 

fields of advanced science and high technology. Their strength Lies more in intellectml 

rather than matenal properties. With the rapid increase in the number of advanced degree 

holders and with many of them going to work in China, Hong Kong, Taiwan and 

Singapore, the oveneas Chinese in North Amerka will play a role in the development of 

these Chinese regions. 

5.3.2 Chinese Ways of Doing Business 

In many Western economies, the eficiencies in coordination of businesses derive 

mainly fiom large-scale organization. However, in the case of overseas Chese,  the 

equivalent efficiencies denve fiom net~orking.~ '  Personal relations often are used by 

Chinese entrepreneurs to maintain business both domestically and intemationally. On the 

one hand, farnily ties play a critical role in strengthening the intemal organization of 

Chinese f m .  On the other hand, in inter-firm transactions, regional ties based on 

comrnon temtoriai ongins and common dialects are more important than familism.= 

Family ties are the core of overseas Chinese networks. Familj-based f m s  are 

dominant in Hong Kong, Taiwan, Singapore and other overseas Chinese communities. 

'cio Data are generated fiom EAAU, 1995b. Chapter 3. 

'OL Redding, 1996, p. 40. 



Family discipline and family coherence, which are at the very heart of Confucian ethics, 

allow a very small group of owners, often a single individual (head of the family), to 

make quick decisions, and thus creates business efficiency. Moreover, family ties provide 

an impetus for innovation and support for risk-taking. Bonds of personal mst among 

family members serve to reduce the cost of economic  transaction^.^ 

Meanwhile, regional ties are prominent in expanding inter-firm transactions and 

estabLishing a wider business network. Regional ties between overseas Chinese networks 

play a significant role in foreign direct investment. Entrepreneurs fiom Hong Kong, 

Taiwan and Singapore entered the Chinese market and other East Asim couneies' market 

by using their regional ties. A recent good example for the business network practice is 

Taiwan's Koo farnily. With the family's strong ties to the region's overseas Chinese 

business network, the family is building an Asia-wide full-service bankZo4 

5.4 Overseas Chinese Investment in East Asia 

Overseas Chinese networks serve Chinese business entrepreneurs well not only in 

the domestic markets of countries where they reside, but also in most of East Asia's 

economies providing a searnless web of connections. The region's overseas Chinese 

business entrepreneurs have created investment flows within East Asia that may exceed 

fiows from Japan, the region's largest foreign investor. The overseas Chinese dominated 

economies of Hong Kong, Taiwan and Singapore are the major exporters of capital to the 

region, particularly to the economies of China, Thailand, Indonesia, the Philippines, and 

more recentiy, Vietnam. A significant proportion of this investment undoubtedly flows 

via overseas Chinese connections and networks. 

202 Lam and Lee, 1992, p. 108. 
203 For more feature of overseas Chinese business practice, see Goodman, 1997, p, 143. 
m See FEER, "Banking on Buddies," November 13, 1997, pp. 56-6 1. 
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Table 4 Overseas Chinese States' Iuvestment in Selected Asian Coutries 

(According to Rank as Foreign Investo?) 

5.4.1 Taiwan 

Taiwan has one of the highest foreign reserves in the world. Taiwanese f m s  

started to make substantial direct investment in Southeast Asia in 1987. One of the most 

distinctive features of that investment has been its concentration on srnall and medium- 

sized enter prise^.'^ Total investments in South East Asia and Indochina are now at $21.5 

billion. Taiwanese investments in the top five destinations in South East Asia are: 

Malaysia, $7 billion (electronics, keyboards, polyester, textiles, steel, machinery); 

Thailand. $6 billion (electronics, food processing, textiles, as small and medium-sized 

businesses are most favored); Indonesia, $6 billion (pulp and paper, machinery, textiles); 

and the Philippines: $600 

Taiwan 
Hong Kong 
S ingapo re 

5.4.2 Singupore 

The Singapore governrnent strongly encourages Singaporean companies to invest 

in China and other fast-growing East Asian economies. This began as early as 1992. In 

January 1994, President Ong Teng Cheong in his speech to Parliament outluied the 

Govemment's strategies for the "next stage of nation building" and emphasized 

-- 

*os Adapted fiorn EAAU 1995b p. 179. Data for Indonesia relates to cumulative foreign investment between 

1967 and 1994; for the Philippines, it relates to foreign investment between 1989 and 1994; and Thailand's 

is between 1989 and 1993- 

See Chen, T. J. 1994. 

EAAU. 1995b p. 190. 

Indonesia 
3'=' 
2" 
7a 

Philippines 
8" 
Y' 
7ih 

Thailand 
8" 
2" 
4" 



"regionaIization". Prime Minister Goh added that Singaporeans should concentrate on 

investing in China, Vietnam and India. The Govemment's regionalization strategy 

encourages local companies to take advantage of their ethnic links with China and 

oveneas o hi ne se.^** For example, Singapore's investment in Riau Island of Indonesia 

wi thin the SUORI Growth Triangle was largely facilitated b y the Indonesia  hin ne se."^ 

5.4.3 Indonesia 

As table 4 indicates, fiom 1967 to 1994, Hong Kong was the second highest 

cumulative investor in Indonesia with a total investment of $13.5 billion. Taiwan was the 

third highest with $8.8 billion and Singapore was the seventh highest, investing $6.2 

billion.''0 Hong Kong has a signifcant proportion of Indonesian Chinese population. 

During the late 1950s, the Indonesian govenunent attempted to curb the commercial 

power of Indonesia's Chinese. Many Indonesian Chinese fled to China and Hong Kong. 

Some of them are prominent Indonesian Chinese entrepreneurs."' By linking Hong 

Kong with Indonesia, those people helped transfonn Indonesia's economy. 

5.4.4 the Philippines 

From 1989 to 1994, Hong Kong was recorded as the Philippines' fifth largest 

foreign investor with a cumulative investment of $131.6 million. Singapore was the 

seventh with investments of $42.7 million, and Taiwan was the eighth with $36.4 million 

in investment."' The Chinese in the Philippines have very strong links with nearby 

" EAAU, 1995b, p. 188. 

" Chia and Lee, 1992, p. 12. 

2'0 See EAAU, 1995b. p. 180. 

"' see Godley and Coppel, 1990 for a detailed discussion. 

"' W, 1995b, p. 187. 
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Taiwan and China's Fujian Province. Most of the Fùipino Chinese are ancestrally 

Fujianese. They speak the same dialect as the people in Taiwan and Fujian. The close 

proximity of the two economies and the extensive family and other ties make it possible 

for much of the capital comuig into the Philippines fiom Taiwan to be invested through 

locally based fiiends and relatives, and to be recorded as domestic investments. So the 

actual Ievel of investment may be larger than is reflected in these statistics. 

5.4.5 Thailand 

Between 1989 and 1993, Hong Kong was the second largest foreign investor in 

Thailand (next to Japan) with cumulative investment of $1,691 million. Singapore was 

the fouah highest with investment of $1,092 million, and Taiwan was the eighth highest 

with $72.8 The Chinese business community in Thailand maintains its ties by 

sending their yomg sons and daughters abroad to China and particularly to Shantou, 

Hong Kong, and Singapore, where they l e m  Mandarin and English. This practice 

strengthens the regional network of personal relationships over generations.z15 It has 

allowed the Chinese business community in Thailand to remain weli-connected to 

overseas Chinese networks across Asia and later to become significant investors in China. 

5.4.6 Malaysia 

Malaysia's Chinese have strong links with other overseas Chinese networks, 

especiaIly with Chinese in the Philippines and Taiwan where most local Chinese also are 

ancestrally Fujianese. Between 1986 and 1992, Taiwan was the second largest investor in 

Malaysia with cumulative investment of $501 million. Hong Kong was the third biggest 

"3 See Mackie, J. 1994 for M e r  discussion. 
214 EAAU, 1995b, p. 191- 



with investment of $478 million, and Singapore was the sixth highest with $239 

a o n . 2 1 6  Business delegations between Taiwan and Malaysia are seldom organized 

since the Ievel of business interaction between the two is so high that delegations are no 

longer needed. Now, Taiwanese invesûnent in Malaysia (through ethnic ties) is booming, 

paaicularly in electronics and cornputer companies. 

5.4.7 Investment beyond the Region 

Overseas Chinese businesses in Hong Kong, Singapore and Taiwan maintain their 

success by diversifjring investment to high-growth developing economies of Malaysia, 

Vietnam, the Philippines, China, and Indonesia. They are among the leading investors in 

those countries. However, their effort beyond East Asia has met with mked success. This 

is partiy because of limited opportunities and different operating conditions in the mature 

economies of Europe and North ~rner ica ."~  Also, overseas Chinese business 

communities in Europe and North America are not as successful as the ones in East Asia- 

5.5 Overseas Chinese Investment in China 

Overseas Chinese have played an important role in the economic transformation 

of China. Many people consider China's economic success primarily the result of two 

factors: agrîcultural reform and the open door policy. China's open door policy ailows 

many firms to use foreign capital to generate economic growth. Indeed a major source of 

China's export growth cornes fiom its fimrs with foreign capital. A detailed study found 

that between 1985 and 1993, overseas Chinese investment grew from less than 50 percent 

Suehio, 1994. p. 404. 

'16 Riedel, 1997, p. 6. 

217 EAAU, 1995b, pp. 247-248. 



of the total to more than 80 percent? Without the success of the overseas Chinese 

investment, much of the other foreign capital would not have corne dong. Through the 

investment of overseas Chinese, South China now is iinked with the international 

economic system, while East China is foliowing suit and has achieved rapid progress. 

Centrai China and other parts of China aiso have begun to open up. 

Hong Kong and Taiwan are the two main sources of investment in China, Even 

though government policies in Taiwan do not encourage investment in China, through 

overseas Chinese networks, Taiwan's investment in China was booming. By 1993, Hong 

Kong and Taiwan ranked as the top two foreign investors in  hin na."^ Taiwan invested 

US$100 million in China in 1979, 300 million in 1987, and 3.7 billion in 199 1 .'" As for 

Hong Kong, it provided more than half of the total foreign investment in China In 1994 

aIone, China attracted US$33.8 billion foreign investrnent. Hong Kong accounted for 

around 70 percent of this amount. By the end of 1993, overseas Chinese investment in 

China employed an estimated 14 million people.22' 

Overseas Chinese investment in China is facilitated by common culture, Ianguage 

and ancestral links. This investment is largely concentrated in the coastal regions which 

are the ancestral homes of many overseas Chinese, especially Southeast Asian overseas 

Chinese clan associations.- Of the total amount of FDI that China has received since 

1989, the coastal areas' share has been over 90 percent.w However, as labor and land 

costs rise and the focus of overseas Chinese investment shifts farther north, clan, dialect 

218 EAAU, 1995b, p. 197. 

'19 Zhao, 1998. p- 1 18. 

no Chen & Ho, 1994, p. 52. 

"' EAAU 1995b, p. 194. 

" Goodman, 1997, p. 148. 

" Broadman and Sun, 1997, p. 339. 



and other histurical links became less usefd. Consequently, it is Iikely that overseas 

Chinese invesûnent may deche as foreign investment moves farther away nom the 

Southeast coastaI regïons. 

5.5. I Wq to succeed 

Oveneas Chinese entrepreneurs enjoy considerable comparative advantages over 

non-Chinese competitors in China Their language and cultural ties and skills in making 

connections and networking give them ready access to market information and an ability 

to negotiate their way (by using China's system) to apply their market skills to best 

advantage- 

Networks are essential to overseas Chinese success in China. Family and regional 

links, linguistic abilities and cultural affinity al l  contribute to establishing strong ties with 

central and local officiais in China. Those personal ties play a big role for overseas 

Chinese investors in rninimizing the difficulties that nomchinese investors face. Non- 

Chinese investors encounter language barriers, the incompatibility of Western styles with 

Chinese practices, the distinctive bureaucratie organization of the Chinese workplace 

which makes it difficult to fire workers and to eMnate  inefficient work practices, poor 

quality control, low labor productivity, differences in negotiating practices, the long t h e -  

fiames needed to negotiare contracts, and particularly, difficulties associated with the lack 

of a fully established legal f?ame~ork.~* 

Overseas Chinese entrepreneurs ofien expand their investment in China by 

increasing the number of enterprises they control, rather than by making large 

investments in new enterprises.'2s They do this to ensure that new investments remain 

" EAAU, T995b, p. 203. 

Ibid. 



below the threshold of direct central goveniment regdation, and within the authority of 

local govemments, with whom good working or personal relations are more easily 

established @y using family and regional ties and cultural affïlty). 

5.5-2 The Role of Overseas Chinese in China's Intentational Trade 

Overseas Chinese also play an important role in distributing goods produced in 

China on the world market. Their sound expertise in international trade and marketing 

networks facilitate China's access to the international market. China has experienced an 

exceptional growth of export since 1979, with an average growth rate of 16.4 percent 

over the period fiom 1979 to 1996. The share of foreign invested firms in the total 

exports of China increased sharply fiom 3.3 percent in 1981 to 40.7 percent in 1996. 

Arnong that, more than 50 percent of the total exports of foreign invested f m  came 

from Guangdong province where overseas Chinese investment exceeds 80 percent of the 

total provincial FDI?~ 

China's capacity to import capital items such as plant and machinery depends 

substantidy on increasing volumes of exports fkom the coastal regions. Without this 

contribution, China's rapid economic growth and much of its economic reform program 

would be subject to more severe imbalance of payments and other constraints. Thus, 

overseas Chinese have played a critical role in China's international trade and its 

development. 

5.6 Conclusion 

Asian business networks are based on overlapping networks of people linked 

together through different social relationships, the main vehicle for org anizing economic 

activities in East Asia Business networks are more significant than the individual fm 



that make up the networks. Some people argue that Asian economies are network-based, 

whereas the United States economy is firm-based?' These differences &or the 

differences in social structure in the two societies. For example, the f d y  in the West is 

a discrete organization composed of distinct individuals, but in most East Asian societies, 

the family or household is part of a web of relationships." 

Asian business networks are a highly informal means of econodc 

regionalization. They are by no means formal organizations, nor do they involve 

comprehensive legal arrangements. In such a heterogeneous region, Asian business 

networks often can do rnuch that formal cooperative institutions are not capable of doing. 

Because of the existence of al i  kinds of barriers in the region, formal agreements are 

either too diflïcult to'form or, even if formed, incapable of promoting fiee movements of 

commodities and capital across national borders. Asian networks are a good means to 

facilitate such movements in the face of strong non-tariff and non-economic bamers. The 

huge Taiwanese investment in China, despite political conf?ontation of the two 

governments, is a good example. 

Most snidies on the success of overseas Chinese emphasize their hard work ethics, 

fhgaiity, and emphasis on education. Their group orientation is less noticed, except for 

their family ties. However, their concept of f d y  ties is often much broader than many 

people reallze. Relatives beyond the nuclear and even the extended families are also 

included. Moreover, speaking the same dialect, coming from the sarne region or even 

having comrnon last names can be grounds for Chinese to establish mutual connecti~ns.~ 

Interestingly, the Chinese network would be much less powerful if they involved only 

226 Sun, 1998, p. 688. 

See Hamilton. 1994 and Biggart, 1992 for M e r  discussion. 

Hamilton 1996a, p.287. 

See Goodman, 1997, p. 154. Note 5. 



Chinese, They have strong co~ec t ions  with East Asian goveniments and Western 

capitals. Through the networks, they have access to business information in both the 

Western world and Asian countries and often serve as agents between the two. This 

provides them with great advantages in their international business activities. 

Overseas Chinese investment has made a major contribution to China's economic 

"take-off-" There are arguments that Japan and East Asian NIES codd rise because of 

good "timing." They took off at a time when the United States was booming and the 

Cold War was at its height, As a result, Japan and the East Asian MES could take 

advantage of the US. aid, investment and markets. But today China, as a "Iate-corner," 

no longer has the same favorable conditions. So it is doubtfd that China could become 

industrialized, given the rising protectionism and relatively shrinking US. market. 

However, overseas Chinese investment has compensated, to some extent, for these 

constraints. Overseas Chinese have brought not only capital, but also management, 

information, market channels and international business skills to China." It is no 

exaggeration to state that the activities of Hong Kong and Taiwanese businessmen have 

laid the external bais  for China's economic success 

Connections are important for doing business anywhere, but in a business 

environment such as China, they are especially important. China does not have 

suficient, well-functioning rules and regulations. Those who are best at forming 

connections, or those who already have them, are at an advantage. Family, language and 

cultural ties allow many overseas Chinese to access business opportunities in China. In 

those places, the overseas Chinese networks help them prevail while other people, 

particularly people fiom North America and Europe, are often at a loss. 



However, as China's administrative, legal and institutional infrastructure develops 

and the "rules of the garne" becorne apparent to all, the advantage overseas Chinese 

entrepreneurs have probably wïH lessen. As Singapore7s Senior Muiister Lee Kuan Yew 

noted at the Second World Chinese Entrepreneurs Convention, Westemers operathg 

within China's weak legal fiamework feel vulnerable but oveaeas Chinese, provided they 

have the right connections, c m  protect themselves. "Guanxi (cbco~ection" in Chinese) 

capabdity wiU be of value for the next twenty years at least, until China develops a 

system based on the rule of law, with suEcient transparency and certainty to satisw 

foreign investors 

231 Lee Kuan Yew, 1994, p. 85. 



CHAPTER 6 CONCLUSIONS 

Economic regionalization is a global trend. However the APEC scheme of 

regionalization in the Asia Pacinc is not proceeding as s~ccessfully as many observers 

anticipated. The Asia Pacific demonstrates a high degree of regionalization in ternis of 

economic factor movement and a low degree of formal institution building. The vast 

heterogeneity in the Asia Pacific region hinders institutional regionalization by increasing 

the cost of economic transaction. Moreover, East Asian non-institutional regionalization 

has served the demands of East Asian countrïes for international economic cooperation 

fairly weU. The pattern for East Asian economic regionalization is strong non- 

institutional regionalization and weak institutional regionalization at this stage. 

The existing forms of non-institutional regionalization in East Asia, namely rnuiti- 

tier division of labor, subregional economic zones and Asian business networks, have 

been driving investment and trade within the region. The multi-tier division of labor is a 

well-accepted description of regionalization dong production lines. It involves 

production linkages among different countries or/and different nmis in the hierarchy. 

While the product cycle theory (i.e., flying geese model) focuses on iinkages among 

countries and the process that diffuses development from one country to another, the 

production network approach emphasizes inter-fm relationships. The multi-tier division 

of Iabor works almost purely according to the market mechanisrn, and private industries 

and f m s  are the major players. At the center of the division are Japan and the United 

States. But the Japanese are much more successful in the regionalization of production 

due largely to histoncal ties and geographical proximity. 

Subregional economic zones are a relatively recent, but the fastest growing form 

of non-institutional regionalization. They connect only parts of two or more economies, 



often fÏom different tiers of the multi-tier regional economy. The economic 

complementarity of East Asian economies, a result of the multi-tier division of labor, is 

the most important precondition for SREZs to flourish. Geographical proximity, political 

cornmitment and infiastructure development are also critical for the success of SREZs. 

Those four factors have paranteed the success of both the GSC and the SUORI. Their 

absence has limited the success of other SREZs or prevented them h m  taking off. The 

informa1 nature of SREZs serves well in generating foreign investment and overcoming 

high trade barriers, particularly non-tara and non-economic ones. For example, the GSC 

helps economic transaction between China and Taiwan despite the political confrontation 

of the two goveniments. 

Asian business networks are the third f o m  of non-institutional regionalization in 

East Asia This term refers to international business systems formed dong f d y ,  

kinship, ethnic andor cultural lines. Confucianism, which emphasizes human 

relationships and persona1 ties, has a strong influence on the creation of specific kinds of 

social networks. Those social networks are composed of such people as familyikinship 

members, fnends, trusted coileagues and people fiom the same region or who speak the 

same dialect. When they are purposefully engaged in economic activity, these social 

networks c m  be viewed as clusters of inter-connected fïrms whicb we cd1 "business 

networks." The overseas Chinese network is the biggest and best-functioning business 

network in East Asia.. Its role in the transformation of China's economy and investment 

and trade flows within and ouüide the region has greatly enhanced economic 

regionalization. 

Of course, an outside factor, m e  the enhancement of regionalization elsewhere, or 

the tightening of U.S. protection, may cause disturbances in East Asia and give rise to a 

call for a broad fiee trade are2 or even a regional bloc. This has always k e n  ?me since 

the European common market was founded in the late 1950s. But in the near future, the 
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curent East Asian pattern is going to persist for some tirne, unless something very 

dramatic, such as a full-scde trade war between the U.S . and Japan, takes place. 

What are the practical implications of the East Asian pattern of economic 

regionalization? First, we should not expect a Pacific free trade area any time soon. At 

this stage, the nature of the international political economy in East Asia requires a 

different form of economic regionalization. Moreover, East Asian countries feel that 

non-institutional economic regionalization has been servuig their needs quite weil; they 

are not at a l l  in a hurry to accept a region-wide free trade agreement. Unfortunately, 

those facts have not yet been fully realized in North America. The C h t o n  

Administration again proposed a Pacific fkee trade zone at the APEC summit in 

Indonesia. But such a proposal will not lead to any major progress, because any serious 

proposal for a PAFTA is still premature. 

Second, since a broad Asia Pacific free trade area is not Iikely in the near future, 

U.S. efforts to promote institutional economic regionalization should be gradual, patient 

and long-term orïented. While promoting forma. regional cooperation, the U.S. also 

should pay great attention to non-institutional regionalization, and promote better mutual 

understanding between the US. and East Asian countries. In most cases, it is more 

helpful to understand what others need and cooperate on that basis than to simply tell 

others what to do, 

Thirdly, it may be very beneficial for the United States to participate actively in 

multi-tier industrial divisions in production. Creating dependence of Asian countries on 

the U.S. for production will be a very effective way to reduce or even reverse the trade 

deficit with Asia. What is more, supplying more production equipment and technology to 

East Asia will reduce the dependence of other East Asian couneies on Japan. Many other 

East Asian countries are equally unhappy about their trade imbalances with Japan. 

Nevertheless, because of their dependence on Japan's technology, there is not much they 
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can do. If the U.S. c m  work with other East Asian countries, it will be a rnuch better way 

to solve its trade problem with Iapan than using confrontational measures such as Super 

30 1. The United States s t i l l  has the greatest potential of any nation in the Asia Pacific 

region, if not in the whole world, owing to her superhity in industrial capacity, human 

and natural resources and basic science. If Amencans understand East Asia well, and 

adopt a correct strategy, they will eventually prevail. 
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